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University remembers lifelong Bostonian

St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton is often the destination for Boston Col-

lege students in need of a medical transport
following an alcohol-related incident.
According to Thomas Nary, M.D., director of University Health Services (UHS),
upon arriving at St. Elizabeth’s or another
hospital, students should only anticipate
a routine evaluation by emergency room
physicians.
“The only thing that anybody should expect is an evaluation—a medical evaluation
and judgment,” Nary said.
Any actions that follow, Nary said, would
depend on the specific situation, as the
process in the emergency room is variable
according to an individual’s state. Someone
with a high blood alcohol content (BAC)
would likely undergo further testing and
perhaps be given an IV, while someone else
who only appears drowsy and is beginning
to sober up will be observed, likely kept for
a few hours, and then sent home.
“They keep them a while because
they have to do decide two things: whether
the person is on the way down, or they’re
lightening up,” Nary said. “And the one
other thing is an evaluation, and most of
that is history, unless there is another drug
on board.”
He specified that, hopefully, students
would tell doctors if they had taken any
drugs in combination with their alcohol
consumption, and know that in providing
that information to a medical professional,
they would not be disciplined. The result
of sharing this information would only be
greater, more appropriate care provided
to them. Any information shared in either
a hospital or the UHS infirmary itself is
...

confidential.
In cases where it is unknown whether

drugs have been involved or students do
not communicate any information regard-

ing drugs, Nary said that certain symptoms

would be are evaluated to determine
whether further testing for other substances
would be required.
“An automatic drug test would not be
done without the student’s knowledge, and
[then] probably only [if] the signs and symptoms warrant,” he said. “For example, does
the patient have an abnormally high heart
rate? Are the pupils wider than expected? Is
the patient flushed? Is he or she not 'waking
up’ or responding as expected?
“If someone does not look like they’re
turning around, then they’re probably get
blood tested to look for other substances.”
Nary said he does hear students express
concern over a lack of action taken by St.
Elizabeth’s when they have been transported to the emergency room for alcohol
consumption and kept only for observation.
In many cases, however, the hospital likely
acted according to the standard process.
“That’s probably the right thing—they let
you sleep it off,” Nary said. “They made their
evaluation, and it doesn’t look like you’re in
trouble—you’re not vomiting, you’re coming
up, not going down, you don’t have any other
things on board.
“Even if they don’t 'do something,’ they
protected you until it was apparent that you
were okay to protect yourself.”
Nary emphasized that theprocess is not
precise, and that there is a level of judgment
involved by the emergency room physicians
who are charged with sorting the incident
out. Self-evaluation of one’s own state, he
said, is difficult when one is intoxicated, and
for that reason, they may keep individuals
as a precaution.

St. Elizabeth’s did not respond when
contacted to provide further clarification
of the evaluative process in the emergency

See St. Elizabeth’s, A3
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By Ryan Towey

Heights Editor
Thomas M. Menino, the former Boston
mayor whose hectic schedule made it seem
like he was absolutely everywhere, lost his
battle on Thursday morning to theadvanced
cancer that plagued him since shortly after
he leftoffice earlier this year, ffe was 71, and
died just once week after announcing that
he would cease cancer treatments and seek

palliative care.
During his 20 years as mayor—the
longest mayoral tenure in Boston’s history—Menino allegedly met about half of
Bostons residents, according to a 2013 Boston Globe poll. There was no new building

added to the city’s skyline, no pothole in one
ofBoston’s streets, and no local citizens that
were not in some way or another touched
by Menino’s influence.
While his omnipresence may have led
some critics to questionhis personalstake in
certain matters, such as his determination to
place a crown-like structure on the head of
111 Huntington Ave.because of a personal
distaste for flat rooftops, it was this intense
level of management that made Menino a
firm and supportive presence in Boston’s
neighborhoods, earning him a reputation
as an “urban mechanic.”
This was no less true at Boston College.
“When he said he worked an 18-hour

day, it was true,” University Spokesman
Jack Dunn said.
Menino was always there when BC
officials gathered to award grants from the
Allston/Brighton Boston College Community Fund, which had been founded by
Menino and former University President
Rev. J. Donald Monan, S.J., BC’s current
chancellor, in an effortto supplement the existing budgets of organizations that provide
valuable services to the community.
One December, Dunn recalled, when
the grants were awarded at the now-closed
Minihane’s Flower and Garden Shop in
Brighton, University President Rev. William
P. Leahy, S.J. and Menino joined a choir,
present as entertainment for the event,

in singing Christmas carols. According
to Dunn, most of those present soon fol-

lowed along.
“That will alwaysbe a memory that I will
cherish,” Dunn said.
Known as a champion of higher education, Menino taught the practice ofpolitical
science at Boston University and worked
closely with universities trying to achieve
their goals,including BC’s effortto gain approval of its Institutional Master Plan.
“There was one element—housing on
the Brighton campus—that he set aside
for further study but the other elements of
our Institutional Master Plan he approved,”

See Menino, A3

National conversation on adjunct professors continues
By Mary Rose Fissinger

SpecialProjects Editor
Across Boston and the rest of the country,
adjunctprofessors havebeen exploring and, in
several cases, acting on their ability to unionize. Among the reasons for doing so are a
lack of job security and unfair wages. Boston
College has remained comparativelyremoved
from this movement, although the problems
that plague adjuncts elsewhere are not completely absent from Chestnut Hill.
While the term “adjunct” can mean different things at different institutions, it most
often refers to part-time faculty who are
hired to teach a specific course or courses. At
BC, the term “adjunct” as it is defined in the
University statutes refers not only to these
part-time faculty members, but also to fulltime, non-tenure-track faculty. In the past few
years, the University has moved away from
assigning the title of “adjunct” to any member
ofthe latter category. All full-time, non-tenure
track faculty are now called lecturer or senior
lecturer, or assistant, associate, or full professor of the practice. Part-time faculty are still
called adjunct faculty.
According to Vice Provost for Faculties Patricia DeLeeuw, BC’s part-time faculty budget
is allocated for an estimated 800 people, about
halfofwhom never actually come to BC’s campus, but instead supervise nursing, education,
or social work students at their practicums in
Boston’s hospitals, schools, and nonprofits.

A majority of the remaining half teaches in
the business, law, social work, nursing, and
education schools while also holding jobs in
their industry.
“The adjunct faculty who one tends to
think of when one thinks about part-time
faculty are people who teach more typically
two courses per semester and don’t have fulltime jobs elsewhere,” DeLeeuw said. “They’re
a minority of the people that we think of as
part-time faculty.”
Different rankings of professors indicate
the different roles individuals are hired to fulfill in the University. Tenure-track faculty are
hired and evaluated based on their research,
teaching, and service to the University—which
includes serving on department, school-wide,
or university-wide committees. Full-time,
non-tenure-track professors are hired to teach,
with no expectation ofresearch, and typically
have larger course loads than tenured professors—usually three classes per semester, as
opposed to one or two. They hold three-year
contracts and are expected to provide service
to the University during this time.
Part-time, or adjunct, faculty are hired to
teach one or two courses, and they are not
guaranteed any employment by BC beyond
the end of the course. They are not expected
to do research and are not expected—or, in
many cases, allowed—to serve on committees.
Depending on the department in which they
teach, they may or may not attend depart-

ment meetings.

They are also,

in most cases,

prohibited from applying for research money
through the University.
DeLeeuw stressed that a benefit of having
adjunct professors is that the University hires
them solely on their teaching ability, ensuring
that excellent instructors are in the classroom
with BC students.
“We’d like to say that all the hundreds of

faculty members at Boston College are great
teachers,” DeLeeuw said. “That’s more true for
some than it is for others... It’s a struggle to be
really excellent in the classroom and in your
research, but our full-time, non tenure track
faculty and our part time faculty are hired for
their teaching. So, the advantage for students

See Adjuncts, A3

The part-time figures are approximations based on numbers in the BC Fact Book, which
are annually reported in terms of Full-Time Equivalency (three Part Time equals approximately 1 Full-Time Equivalent Faculty member, according to the Fact Book). The part-time
Figure above includes faculty in the professional schools who are compensated for duties
related to teaching courses, conducting practica. and advising outside of courses.
JORDAN PENTALERI / HEIGHTS GRAPHIC
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Come to the Table, a national traveling art exhibit,
will open with a reception at the School of
Theology and Ministry Library Atrium
Gallery today at 4:30 p.m. The exhibit
features 35 historical and contemporary works that celebrate the
biblical metaphor of the table.
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The Lowell Humanities Series will feature poet and
novelist Laura Kasischke on Wednesday at
7 p.m. in Gasson 100. Kasischke has
won numerous awards for her poetry,
including the National Book Critics
Circle Award in 2011 for her book
Space, in Chains.

The Eagle Political Society, No Labels, Americans for
Informed Democracy, UGBC, and the BC Civil
Engagement Initiative will co-host an
election night party Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
the Vandy Cabaret Room. The event
will feature live news coverage of election results, food, and discussion.
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The party Panel expands dialogue on immigration issues
isn’t over
By

Yolanda Bustillo
Heights Editor

Chris Grimaldi
With Halloweekend in the
books, what do we have to look
forward to? Three words: Election
Day 2014. Sounds fun, right?
Alright, so maybe Nov. 4 doesn’t
have the same ring that our favorite
college holiday does. But there was
a time when the annual vote for
American political officewas a bash
of its own. It was long ago—somewhere between the time Hillary
began her campaign for 2016 and
the day the dinosaurs went extinct.
In the age of Jacksonian democracy and spoils system politics,
elections meant community feasts
where merriment and libations were
enjoyed. I’m not saying politicians
of that era weren’t using these Election Day “funtivities” to win hearts,
but who says a little 19th-century
bribery can’t be fun?
So in the spirit of a bygone era
in American electioneering—and
for the sake of cheering up our postHalloween blues—l’ve come up with
a few ways we can put the “party”
back in politics.
Election Day Songs: You can’t
spell “holiday” without “songs.”
Here are three universal facts about
holiday music—1) everyone likes it,
2) it reminds you that you better get
yourself to Hallmark to buy some
cards, and 3)it creates the perfect
excuse for a Celine Dion-Andrea
Bocelli musical special. How
pumped would you be to vote after

listening to a sing-along of “Charlie
Crist is Coming to Town”? President
Barack Obama’s favorite, “Silent
Right,” goes a step further to capture
the holiday’s religious meaning.
Another great thing about holiday
songs is that they can be leveraged
into hour-long TV shows, preferably
aired on ABC Family. Looking for
sentimentality and some good oldfashioned fun? Turn on Dr. Seuss’s
heartwarming classic The Day Mitch
McConnell Stole Christmas (From
the Tea Party).
Call-Ins andResult Shows:
Admit it, you still watch American
Idol. That’s fine, because like most
other people aged 10 to 85, you find
everything more interesting when
a popularity contest compels you
to pick up the phone, and you’re
subsequently rewarded with a results show. So how about we do the
same for our electedofficials? What
says “upset victory” better than
Republican Charlie Baker winning
the governorship in America’s bluest
state? Watching him hug it out with
opponent Martha Coakley on national television, with Ryan Seacrest
standing by. Plus being the loser in a
race would be so much more palatable when there’s a post-defeat video
montage involved.
Free Food: This one is pretty
self-explanatory. It also hits close
to home, considering I currently
have $1.50 worth of Eagle Dining
Bucks left on my Flex plan. I’ve been
spending like a Democrat.
All jokes aside, it’s easy to
forget thatElection Day is the annual expression of our fundamental
democratic right as Americans. It
is a liberty that many have fought
to protect. We can easily grow too
cynical to care from the gridlock we
see in Washington everyday, and
how it’s encouraged by cable news
demagoguery.
But before avoiding the polls or
throwing awayyour mail-in ballot,
think of the millions of men and
women who sacrificed so that you
can have a voice. Ifyou vote for
anyone tomorrow, vote for them.

Chris Grimaldi is a senior staff columnist for The Heights. He can be
reached at news@bcheights.com.

and providing a firsthand account of
immigration and the transition to the
U.S. “It was such a difficult transition
in terms of language and trying to
find a job, which put us in a different
category,” she stated.
Through her own immigration
story, Rodriguez said she hoped BC
students could gain a glimpse of what
immigration looks like today.
Mary Holper, an associate clinical
professor and director of the Immigration Clinic at BC Law School,
focused on her background in both
immigration and law, specifically
the transformation of immigration
law from the mid-1990s through the
present day.
“Green cards give you the right to
live in the United States permanently,
you can naturalize to become a citizen, but it’s not required,” Holper said
on the history of immigration laws.
“Green Card holders and citizens are
two completely different things.”
She then noted three different
ways of attaining a green card, which
for immigrants to the United States
include the HIBI visa, given to those
with high-level skill sets needed in
the workforce; through family relations, such as a child or spouse; or
the diversity visa, which is gained by
way of lottery.
“There’s no line for those without
skills or family in the United States to

Last Wednesday afternoon, the
Boston College Graduate Students
ofColor Association (GSCA) hosted
a panel on immigration, highlighting
the issue for the upcoming midterm
election. GSCA invited several professors to speak about the complexities and development immigration.
Esthefania Rodriguez, GSSW
’l5, opened the dialogue on immigration by speaking about her own
experiences as an immigrant from
Venezuela. By receiving a diversity

visa through the diversity visa lottery
hosted by the Department of State,
Rodriquez said she was able to come
to the U.S.
“In 2000, 6,000 Venezuelans applied for the diversity visa and only
50 visas were allocated,” Rodriguez
said. “It was a very difficult selection
process and my mother and I were
very fortunate.
“When I asked my mother
what was the hardest thing about
immigration, she told me it was
the identity of it,” Rodriguez said. “I
grew up with the identity of being a
Venezuelan and then, all of a sudden,
I was a Latina.”
Rodriguez expanded on her
immigration story, detailing the
difficulties she and her family faced,

stand in,” Holper stated. “The United
States has jobs that these people can
fill, but they have no way of coming.
The economic needs of the United
States, therefore, are not well reflected.”
Peter Skerry, professor of political science at BC and a Nonresident
Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution, spoke about social policy and
racial and ethnic politics, and the
importance of geography in relation
to perspectives surrounding immigration reform in the U.S.
Westy Egmont, who teaches social
policy and community building as an
associate professor of the practice in
the Graduate School ofSocial Work,

highlighted the difficulties seen in
newcomer communities, and the
deficiencies surrounding immigrant
access to social services.
“We live in a country that does
not yet know what it means to be
inclusive or to be truly democratic or
truly equal,” Egmont said.
Although immigrant populations
facemany difficulties, Egmont said the
U.S. has also achieved great successes
in reference to immigration reform.
“We are a nation with a refugee

program that accepts over 50,000
people a year and that’s something to

be proud of’ Egmont said. “We are a
remarkable country and a bright light
on this planet.” ¦

ternational student, joining an intercultural club, but mostly, hopefully it
will make peoplemore interested and
curious about international issues,
and open their minds and hearts,” she
said in an email.
Nussbaum said lEW seeks to
highlight the importance of students
becoming more knowledgeable about
varying cultures, and to reveal how
important international education
is to the Boston College community.
lEW, which Nussbaum developedat
BC about five years ago, was part of a
national initiativeby the Departments
of State and Education in 2000.
“I knew about the national initiative and wanted to bring it to BC to
highlight all of the many impressive
things BC is doing in the area of
internationalizationboth on campus
and abroad,” she said.

Allie Olivieri
For The Heights
International Education Week
(lEW), occurring from Nov. 10 to 20,
is an annual schedule of events that
seeks to inform students about other
countries and inspire prospective
undergraduates to study abroad.
Adrienne Nussbaum, director of
the Office of International Students
and Scholars (OISS) and co-chair of
lEW alongside Director of the Office
of International Programs (OIP) Nick
Gozik, said she is hopeful that lEW
will stimulate international academic
interests among students.
“Hopefully it will promote interest in all things international such as
study-abroad, choosing an international studies major or minor, being
an international assistant to an in-
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The panel discussed immigrationin the context of the upcoming elections.

Programs seek to spark international interests
By

Kg

According to Nussbaum, there
are approximately 1,400 international
students at BC—a number that has
consistently risen each of the last
six years.

Nussbaum said she believes that
some events may have significantly

better turnouts than others, but that
she remains optimistic for high attendances.
All of the intercultural clubs on
campus are encouraged to participate
in lEW. For instance, the International Club of BC and the Graduate
International Student Association
are two of the numerous clubs that
regularly host events during lEW. If
a student wishes to get involved with
lEW, Nussbaumrecommended that
he or she can either join an intercultural club or attend some of the
events during the 11-day event.

The first lEW event—a photo
exhibit titled The World Through Our
Eyes, which will feature photography
from across the BC community—is
slated to begin on Monday, Nov. 10,
and will take place on the first level
of O’Neill Library. The last event of
the week, Tweeting in the Time of
Cholera: Networking, Social Media
and Justice in Haiti, is scheduled to
occur in the Barat House on Newton Campus, according to the OISS
website.
Planning for lEW, Nussbaum
said, is a long process. “There is a
committee of about 10 to 15 people
from several offices and departments
who meet regularly starting in the
summed’ she said. “However, there
are many other academic departments, administrative offices, and
student organizations involved." ¦
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The University Wind Ensemble, under the direction of Sebastian Bonaiuto, performed its fall concert Saturday evening in Gasson 100.

POLICE BLOTTER

10/29/14-10/31/14

Wednesday, October 29

Friday, October 31

9:36 p.m. A report was filed regarding medical assistance provided

1:36 a.m. A report was filed
regarding medical assistance
provided to a BC student who was
transported to a medical facility by
ambulance from Medeiros Hall.

-

to a BC student who was transported to a medical facility from the

Flynn Recreation Complex.

Thursday, October 30
12:23 p.m. - A report was filed re-

garding property confiscated from
the Mods.
4:29 p.m. A report was filed
-

regarding the civil possession of
marijuana off-campus.

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL
What

-

4:35 a.m. - A report was filed

regarding medical assistance
provided to a BC student who was
transported to a medical facility by
ambulance from Stayer Hall.
Source: The
Boston College
Police Department
—

was the best costume you saw this weekend?

“I saw a couple dressed

“The bananas and

as Peeta

gorilla.”
—Marisa
A&S ’l5

andKatniss.”

Stephen Moran,
A&S ’l7

“A ‘B’ student—he
wore normal clothes.”
—Patrick Coyle,

A&S ’lB

Marotta,

A girl wearing a bunch of

U

chains and bells. It was
revealing.”
—Alex Gutierrez, A&S ’lB
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Longest-serving mayor of Boston remembered for years of service
Menino, from A1
Dunn said. “We’re in the process offulfilling that
Master Plan right now with the construction
of the new dormitory at 2150 Commonwealth
Ave., along with theother projects that we have
completed over the past few years.”
In a press release, Leahy recalled Menino’s
dedicated involvement with BC.
“I always found him to be gracious and
engaged in the meetings Ihad with him,” Leahy
said. “I will remember the Mayor, his wife Angela, and his extended family in my prayers.”
Before Menino became Boston’s beloved
“urban mechanic,” he was dismissed as a man
without vision in 1993, when he was president
of the City Council and became acting mayor
after Raymond Flynn left office to fill an ambas-

sadorship.
“I want to help people, help one individual
“Just to make their
life a little better.”
These words were an earlysign that Menino
was no great orator—he was both lovingly
a day,” he said at the time.

teased and unkindly mocked for his frequent
malapropisms and substitution errors—but
they also speak to the grounded sensibilities
that would turn him into the city’s massively
popular mayor. In 2013, he had an astoundingly
high approval rating of 82 percent.
Surely, his ability to bring individuals from
various communities into his fold contributed
greatly to this approval rating. Menino, Boston’s
first Italian-American mayor and a liberal
Democrat, was a stalwartsupporter ofBostons
immigrants and the GLBTQ community. In
1998, he established the Mayor’s Office ofNew
Bostonians, seeking to provide resources for
immigrants to learn English, gain an education,
andbecome citizens. In support of the GLBTQ
community, he famously refused to march in
the South Boston St. Patrick’s Day Parades, as
organizers did not permit GLBTQ activists to

participate.
“Because ofhis leadership,Boston is a better
place today,” Mayor Martin J. Walsh, WCAS
’O9, said in a public statement released by the
mayor’s office.

BC students may be most familiar with
Menino through his response to the 2013

bombings at the Boston Marathon, which left
three people dead and 260 severely wounded.
The events of that day diverted many Marathon
runners into St. Ignatius Church at BC, where
they tried to reconnect with loved ones fearing
for their safety.
Although his doctors advised him that he
neededrest in order to recover from ankle surgery, Menino checked himselfout ofthe hospital
to become a part of the response. During an
interfaith prayer service following the tragedy,
he rose from a wheelchair to address those in
attendance.
“We are one Boston,” he said. “No adversity,
no challenge, nothing can tear down the resilience in the heart of this city and its people.”
Menino’s funeral is today at Most Precious
Blood Church in Hyde Park, the neighborhood
in which he was a lifelong resident.
True to form, the man who managed everything did not wait for others to arrange his
funeral—he planned it for himself. ¦

CHARLES KRUPA
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Former Mayor Thomas M. Menino was remembered by many as Boston’s ‘urban mechanic.’

Higher-ed controversy surrounds adjuncts, nationwide and at BC
Adjuncts, from A1
is that they get great classroom teaching from
part time faculty and from professors of the

practice.”
At BC, the highest concentration of
adjuncts not in the professional schools is
found teaching freshman writing seminars
and language courses. The Arts and Sciences
Honors Program is also entirely made up of
adjuncts and professors ofthe practice, excluding professors from other departments who
also teach in the Honors Program.
Adjunct professors, unlike tenure-track
and full-time, non-tenure-track professors, are
hired through the department with no input
from theProvost’s Office and only the approval
offunds from the dean of the appropriate college. According to DeLeeuw, adjuncts tend to
stay at BC for extended periods of time.
“Department chairs—who of course are
sensible people who are not looking for more
work than they need to or more trouble than
they need to—if they have two or three or
however many ever long-serving part time
faculty members who do an excellent job, as
the vast majority of our part time faculty do,
they continue them,” she said. “Why wouldn’t
they? So that’s why there isn’t a whole lot of
turnover among our part time faculty!’
One complaint often raised by adjuncts
across the nation as more and more unionize
is their lack of job security or long-term contracts. Because they are hired as needs arise
within a department, there is no guarantee
they will still be needed after any individual
course ends. This lack of security is intrinsically related to the benefit that hiring adjuncts

provides universities: flexibility.
“It does allow for flexibility, because you
hire people by the course and your needs can

frustrated that he was not paid any extra for
the lab component that accompanied his

go up or go down and you can have more
part time faculty or fewer part time faculty as

“The disagreement I had at the end with
Boston College is that it is more work to teach
a lab section, but you don’t get paid more," he

the curriculum changes, as your enrollment
changes,” DeLeeuw said. She gave the example
of English, whose at BC enrollment has declined significantly in the past 10 years, while
the number of students studying economics
has risen. “How do you respond to changes
in enrollment? That’s where part time faculty
come in.”
DeLeeuw acknowledged that this instability is one of the major things adjuncts hope
to change by unionizing. “There’s inherently
tension there,” she said.
Another issue often raised by adjuncts is
that ofwages. Professors with no other source
of income often find it difficult to live on the
salary paid for the one or two courses per
semester they are able to teach. For instance,
BC caps the number of classes an adjunct can
teach at two, limiting the amount of money
a part time faculty member can make in a
given semester.

Robert Buchwaldt, who was an adjunct
professor in BC’s earth and environmental
sciences department for a year and a half
before declining the opportunity to teach two
courses this fall, left BC because he felt he
was not making enough money for the work
he was doing.
While BC pays its adjuncts well over the
national average salary for a three credit, one
semester course—s6,ooo
instead of $2,700,
according to the American Association of
University Presidents—Buchwaldt became

courses.

said. While teaching assistants are technically
the instructors of theearth and environmental
science labs, Buchwaldt says he attended every session and put a great deal of work into
preparation of the lab exercises.
He was offered the opportunity to teach
two courses this fall, one with a lab component. Buchwaldt asked to be paid an additional $3,000 for the lab portion of the course,
and his request was denied. Subsequently,
he found a job as a research faculty member
at Boston University, where he also teaches.
Buchwaldt said he gets paid more than he did
at BC, can apply for funding for his research,
and receives full benefits.
He said that he understands adjuncts’ desires to unionize in order to make their voices
heard. “It’s a fair wish of adjuncts because, in
short, I think we’re getting screwed in this
situation,” Buchwaldt said. “It mainly has to
do with not getting paid for the work you’re
actually putting in. At the end [of my time at
BC] I was really not happy because I put so
much work into the different classes and I had
to struggle to survive.”
BC allows its adjuncts to applyfor medical
and dentalbenefits after having taught four
courses a year forfive years, and adjuncts are
paid more per class if they have taught 10 or
20 classes at BC in the past.
Buchwaldt remarked that he felt appreciated and respected by his colleagues in the

department for his teaching, but that it was
clear he was not on the same level as they
were. DeLeeuw acknowledged that this may
be the case.
“They don’t havethe same role within the
department culture that full-time people do
-they’re not here as much, for example,” she
said. “They don’t have their own offices, they
share offices but they’re colleagues and
they are respected colleagues, because they
are such an essential part of the education we
provide our students.”
Susan Michalczyk, associate professor
of the practice in the A&S Honors Program
and president of BC’s chapter of the AAUP,
believes that the issues affecting adjuncts and
non-tenure track faculty across the nation
are the accumulation of small things that,
when added together, devalue their position
at universities.
“It is about fair treatment and respect,
so that they can teach their courses and
help their students,” she said. “Benefits, salary, knowing one has a job, are all serious
concerns.”
She addressed the fact that now, as tenured positions decline in number nation-wide,
securing such a position can come down to
the luck of the draw. Those who wish to be in
academia but are forced to take adjunct positions are not necessarily less qualified or less
of an asset to students, but are nevertheless
treated as such, Michalczyk said.
Buchwaldt lamented the growing tendency at BC and across the country for spending
money on things like resurfacing buildings
rather than increasing payfor those teaching
students. He believes that universities are
...

moving away from the true mission of higher
education and toward a more corporate

model where profit is paramount.
“Academia can’t be squeezed into the concept of a corporate system, but unfortunately
at the moment a lot of universities are going
that route because money is tight,” he said.
“There is a possibility to not just look at the
most profitable margin but actually reinvest
their income into the foundation.”
Those opposed to adjuncts unionizing
often cite money as an argument against drastically increasing adjuncts’ salaries and giving
them long-term contracts. It is believed that
doing so would raise the already extremely
steep cost of higher education, restricting
the opportunity to go to college to an even
more exclusive, privileged bunch. BC is not
immune to this risk, either.
“Our tuition is obviously about the cost of
education, but it’s also about the cost of the rec
plex and the cost of counseling services and
student affairs, the advising center, administrative offices,” DeLeeuw said. “There are lots
ofaspects of the experience we provide to BC
students that are outside the classroom, and
in a tuition-driven institution like BC, those
costs are absorbed by students.”
As of now, adjunct professors at Northeastern University and Tufts University, along
with many Washington D.C.-area schools,
have formed unions and used them to bargain for higher wages and benefits. While BC
and many other universities continue to be
absent from the “adjunct action” movement,
the nation-wide contention over adjunct
professors’ role in universities remains far
from resolved. ¦

Nary talks
hospital
expectations
Menino, from A1
room.
HUIFENG
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Last Friday in the Newton Room, students and faculty convened for a panel discussion on the Supreme Court’s ‘Hobby Lobby’ ruling and its effect on business and religion.

Panel discussion focuses on Hobby Lobby ruling
By Sophie Reardon

Heigh ts Staff
The Supreme Court’s decision in 1990 to
reduce the protection offreedom ofreligion
in Employment Division v. Smith upset those
concerned with religious freedom.
In response to this decision, Congress
passed the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act of 1993 (RFRA), which CathleenKaveny,
professor in the theology department and
at the law school, said “restored the more
stringent, strict scrutiny test that was used
to assess religious freedom claims before
Smith.”
This battle for religious freedom cropped
up again this past year in the Supreme Court
Case Burwell v. Hobby Lobby. On Friday afternoon, Kaveny, the Darald and Juliet Libby
Professor, who came to Boston College this
past January, spoke about the Hobby Lobby
case and her views on the ruling.
Prior to the case, Kaveny said, the
results of a study showed that women’s
health services were inadequately covered
by employer healthinsurance policies. Asa
result, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) was
commissioned to create a list ofpreventative
services that should be made available by
employers’ health insurance plans to women

under the Affordable Care Act (ACA).
Kaveny said that the lOM data also
showed that babies who were the result
of a planned pregnancy, and their mothers, were much happier and healthier than
those who were the result of an unplanned
pregnancy.
Therefore, she explained, the lOM
claimed that providing preventative services to women would be less costly than
not, because those who were born from an
unplanned pregnancy would require more
medical attention later in life.
The Hobby Lobby case arose when David and Barbra Green, owners of for-profit
corporation Hobby Lobby, refused to cover
abortion products as part of their employee’s
health benefits. Kaveny continued on to
explain that the owners, who are Evangelical
Christians, believed that emergency contraceptives, such as Plan B, caused the death of
a human being.
Therefore, Kaveny said, the Greens
believed that their “religious freedom was
violated by the contraceptive mandate.” The
Supreme Court agreed.
Kaveny said that the Supreme Court
ruled in HobbyLobby that “a closely held forprofit corporation is entitled to exercise reli-

gious freedom under RFRA. Writing for the

Justice Samuel Alito assumed
that the plaintiffs were sincere in their claim
that covering contraceptives they judged to
have abortivative properties significantly
burdened their conscious. Alito also assumed
that the government had a compelling
interest in providing contraceptives.”
Kaveny finds the ruling of Hobby Lobby
“troubling” because of its possible repercussions with other court cases.
“Many may be inclined to call this a happy
ending—the Greens can operate their businesses in accordance with their Evangelical
Christian beliefs and the employees have
still no-cost access to contraceptives,” Kaveny
said. “But Supreme Court cases are not only,
or primarily, about the named plaintiffs.
Their purpose is to set a norm framework
that governs the decisions of countless other
unnamed persons both natural and corporate
who may never have the opportunity to see
the inside of a Supreme Court room.”
She said she was critical in particular of
Supreme Court Justice Samuel Alito’s interpretation ofRFRA and its relationship to the
First Amendment.
Kaveny said that Alito also argued that,
“nothing in RFRA was meant to be tied to this
majority,

...

...

court’s pre-Smith interpretation of the First
Amendment.” Kaveny pointed out, however,
that it does indeed apply, in her view, noting
that Smith’s interpretation is highly selective
and unfair.
“Having radically altered the DNA of
RFRA, Alito proceeds to weaponize his
mutation,” she said. Kaveny expressed her
concern for the future of court rulings on
religious freedom. Because cooperation owners are able to make decisions based on their
religious views, Kaveny said that she worries
thosewith money and power may have more
religious freedom than others.
She also stated that since RFRA, there
have been very few court cases on religious
freedom, other than Hobby Lobby.
Kaveny used the example of Gonzales
v. O Centro Espirita Beneficiente Uniao Do
Vegetal in which RFRA protected the rights
of a tiny religious sect in New Mexico by allowing them to import a spiritual tea that had
hallucinogenic properties, she stated.
“This is making an exception to a general
law—you can’t import hallucinogens—for a
very tiny sect to let them use it,” Kaveny said
while pointing out that this does not burden
anyone else, but it allows this group of people
to practice their religion. ¦

Nary also said that there is only communication between the hospital and BC
if a student is being transferred from the
hospital back to the infirmary for further
care or observation. It is good medical
practice to discuss the circumstances of a
transfer between the two medical facilities,
Nary said, just as if a patient were being
transferred between two major hospitals.
If a student is discharged from the
hospital and returns home, UHS would,
in most cases, not even know about the
incident. BCPD would have a police record
of the incident and transport, but it would
have nothing to do with UHS unless BCPD
transports a student back to campus after
leaving the hospital. In this case, the police
may bring the student to the infirmary for
a final check-up to ensure they are all right
to go home, but Nary said this stay could
last only five minutes before a student is
sent home.
Although the vast majority of students
are transported to the emergency room
at St. Elizabeth’s, the hospital and the
University do not have any formal relationship or contract. St. Elizabeth’s is the
closest hospital to the BC campus—approximately 1.5 miles away—followed by
Newton-Wellesley Hospital in Newton,
which is approximately five miles from
campus. Nary said that, while students
can be taken to Newton-Wellesley, the
emergency room facilities at St. Elizabeth’s
are significantly larger. ¦
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Self-advocacy, awareness
needed at the hospital

You’ve been turned in to my reminiscences
sadness.

When a Boston College student
arrives at a medical facility—typically
St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton-after an alcohol-related transport,
he or she should not expect a highly
standardized procedure to take place.
If, during a routine evaluation, emergency room physicians determine that
a student is past the most severe point
of his or her situation and the condition
is improving, he or she will be held for
observation and released after a few
hours or the next morning.
If a student has a high blood alcohol
content (BAC), indicates that he or she
has taken drugs in combinationwith his
or her alcohol consumption, or seems to
require further attention, doctors could
be prompted to perform a blood test,
start an IV, or give the student oxygen.
Certain signs—wide pupils, a fast heart
rate, or flushed skin—could be indicators
of drugs being in play, and thereforeadditionalprocedureswouldbe performed,
according to Thomas Nary, director of
University HealthServices. The steps that
doctors take, however, vary dependingon
the specific situation—every individual’s
case is different.
Although it could be sensible to test
all intoxicated students coming into the
emergency room for drugs—particularly to rule out the involvement of drugs
such as rohypnol ingested without the
student’s knowledge—it is understandable that therecould be financial or time
constraints preventing this from occurring. Further, the pressure on doctors responsible for treating patients constantly
arriving in the emergency room with
time-sensitiveinjuries is a practical reason

evaluatingthe student’s condition.
Students usually, and understandably, want all potential scenarios for a
trip to the emergencyroom laid out for
them, but there is much uncertainty
when it comes to individualizedmedical
treatment, and they must trust doctors’
knowledge as they determinewhattreatment to pursue. While studentshave no
way of knowing definitivelywhat treatment they should expect to receive when
transported to the hospital for alcoholrelated incidents, they should be sure to
understand their rights as patients and
seek their medical information from the
hospital upon their discharge.
After the student has been discharged
from the hospital and has returned to
campus, BC does not typically follow up
in any way with the hospital—University
Health Services is likely not even aware
that an incident has occurred if a student
is brought to the hospital withoutfirstbeing admitted to the infirmary, according
to Nary. Subsequently, students should
take even greater care to advocate for
themselvesand discover what tests were
performedand whattheir specific circumstances were. If students areaware ofhow
high theirBAC was, for example,they can
better assess their choices after the fact
and potentiallychange theirbehavior.
To reduce the amount of hearsay that
circulates about what students should
expect regarding their treatment, the
University should make it clear to studentswhat is supposed to happen should
theybe sent to the hospital—that is, they
shouldbe informed that the level of treatment depends on the individual case.

The Universitygives adjuncts raises based
on the numberofclasses taught at BC, and
after teachingfour classes per year forfive
years, adjuncts are eligiblefor medicaland
dental insurance.
Even teaching four classes per year,
though, adjuncts at BC only receive on
average a salaryof $24,000 peryear, which
is not a living wage in Boston, where the
cost of living is high. Asa result, many
adjuncts also teach classes at other area
colleges, which is onlypossible in cities like
Boston with many universities.
The situation of adjunct faculty nationwide is also detrimental to the students taught by these part-time faculty.
Those adjunct professors who must split
their time between schools in order to
support themselves have less time outside of class for counseling and advising
their students.
Universities justify their use of parttimefaculty by claimingthatthey needthe
flexibility that faculty on a one-semester
contract offer. Full-time non-tenure-track
faculty, however, are generally employed
on short-term contracts. At BC, these
contracts are for three years—not so long
that colleges lack the time to adjust for
changing student demand for different
majors, as these changes usually happen
over time.
This trend toward employing more
adjunct faculty members, whiledecreasing
the number of tenure-trackfaculty members, is detrimental to higher education.
Inevitably, some students will have professors who, while trying to make a living,
are not around for long enough to be as
effective as they couldbe. Students seeking
higher education deserve to be taught and
mentored by faculty members who have
the time to devote to the students. The
faculty members deserve a way to make
a decent livelihood.Although it is reasonable that universities want to budget their
resources effectively, using adjunct faculty
instead of full-time professors —whether
tenure-track or non-tenure-track—is not
the right way to do so.
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To make eternal the unearthly

-Anna Akhmatova (1889 -1966), Russian modernist poet

not to perform all tests immediatelybefore

The state of adjuncts
There are three tiers offaculty in modern academia—full-time, tenure-trackfaculty; full-time, non-tenure-track faculty;
and part-time faculty. Tenure-trackfaculty
members—assistant, associate, and (full)
professors—are hiredand promotedbased
on their research output, their teaching,
and their service to universities through
membership on committees.Non-tenuretrack faculty members—assistant, associate, and (full) professors ofthe practice, as
well as lecturers and senior lecturers—are
hired primarily to teach, but they also
participatein the servicecomponent.Parttime faculty members—lecturers, senior
lecturers, and adjunct professors—are
hired on a per-class basis to handle temporary manpower shortages.
Recently, adjunct faculty members
across the country have expressed their
discontent with theconditions of employment. The pay is low, the benefits scant,
and the job security virtually nonexistent.
This has become problematic as universities have reduced the positions for tenure-track faculty and replaced them with
non-tenure-track and adjunct positions.
Nationwide, only one-fourth of faculty
members at the end of 2013 were tenuretrack, as opposed to one-third in 1995,
accordingto TheNew York Times. Adjunct
faculty membersat collegesacross the U.S.
have responded with attempts to unionize,
achieving success at Tuffs andGeorgetown
universities, among others.
At Boston College, there are approximately 570 faculty members paid on a
part-time schedule, excludingfield nurses,
teachers, and social workers, who arepaid
a stipend to supervise BC students on
practicums. Manyofthe 570 are specialists
in law, nursing, and business, who teach a
course or two at BC, but are employedfull
time elsewhere. Those part-time faculty
members who do not have full-time employment elsewhere find an environment
at BC that is more hospitablethan atmost
universities. At an average of $6,000 per
class, BC pays adjuncts more than double
the national rate for a three-credit class.

/
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The following letter is in response to “Holocaust survivor talks Schindler’s list” an
article by Carolyn Freeman, originally published on 10/30/14:

Yet another Holocaust lesson
Tuesday night, at the urging of my friend, Vivian, a
daughter of Holocaust survivors, I went to hear Rena
Finder, a Schindler’s List survivor, speak at Boston College
in the Murray room in Yawkey Center. I have heardRena
speak a couple of times before, but I thought Vivian might
want to make sure the talk lookedwell-attended. Vivian
assured me that wasn’t going to be the case and that lots
of people wouldbe thereand notto come for that reason,
but still I went mostly for Vivian. When I got to the venue
and went in the room, I expectedto see a half empty room.
Instead, I saw thatthis huge roomwas standing room only,
filled mostly with students! I wondered if this was a talk
requiredfor credit by a professor for a class.*
As Rena spoke, the room was completely quiet. She
talkedfor a long period of time, holding everyone’s attention with frightening details.When she finishedher story,
the crowd quietly rose to honor and respect her and her
ordeal as a young child (she was five when this all began).
I lookedaround me and, to be sure, these were just about
all young students. Rena took questions—“ Did you ever
see Oskar Schindler again?” No, but she did send him
moneywhen his fortune took a severe turn for the worse.
There was another question about the movie Schindler’s
List. Then this question—“ When did you decide to start
speaking aboutyour experience in the Holocaust?” Here,
her answer really struck a chord. She said, after the Holocaust, she quickly learned that people had their own hard
luck war stories—they couldn’t buy sugar, there was no
gas.... They had no interest in her story or those of other
survivors. It wasn’t until the 19705, when her friend was
determinedto tell her survivor story that Rena decided
that it was time for her to do so as well. She became part
of a small, but, at that time, growing group of survivors
who felt it was their responsibilityto bear witnessto man’s
inhumanityand speak of how bystanders found it easier,
more practical, and “safer” to turn a blind eye to the suffering of their neighbors and fellowcountrymen and feign

ignorance—in other words to remain bystanders rather
than to take on the role of “upstanders.” Rena spoke of
the courage of those who, like Oskar Schindler, were upstanders. In this very dark time, there were in fact many
upstanders, but not nearlyenough. She mentioned“Facing
History,” an organization based in Brookline, Mass, that
tries to teach teachers these lessons and this terminology
so they can educate their young students.
While her BC audience heard her words and were
quite somber, the full effect of Renas talk didn’t hit me
until I heard one student say to another afterwards in the
restroom, “I never met a Holocaust survivor before.”
This student’s wordsmade me think of the many times
in recent years that I’ve heard people say “enough of the
Holocaust already! Do theyreally have to shove it down
our throats? We get it—time to move on!” I always think
that thisattitudeofover-saturationis shortsighted, but that
night I understood just how wrong their attitude really is
and how out of touch theyreally are. There are so many
people around us—who know so little of this venal and
painfulpart of recent history. If survivors stop talking, and
WE stop talkingaboutit, alltherich andessentialmessages
of upstanders and bystanderswill belost—and as I learned
that night, there are still so many more people, young and
old, who need to hear these stories and how things could
have turned out better had those labels, upstander and
bystander, been discussedand understood.
*1 later learnedfrom one of these students that many
of those in thatcrowded room were student leadersatBC.
What a great opportunityfor them to hear the words of
Rena Finder. The BC community andgreater community
will reap the benefits of the lessons learned by theseyoung
leaders. I could not have been more proud, as an alum of
BC that night.
Sheryl

Marcus
BC ’O5
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What follows us after we leave

x>

BC for a while to pursue other opportunities. When he decided that he
wanted to come back, he was unsure

Andrew Millette

FUN IN ACADEMIC BUILDINGS
They can be used for more than
just class.

-

CSOM FRIENDS -Because we know

that they will be able to take care
of us when we are unemployed
after graduation.

THE VILLAGE PEOPLE Who doesn’t
like a throwback to the ’7os?
-

YMCAS

Providing activities for

-

young people since the 1800s.

TRAIL MIX When we are out of real
food, this is what sustains us.
-

Bicycles. Motorcycles. Mustaches.
HANDLEBARS

-

You know
you’ve got a good future employer if he or she sends you a
congratulatory basket of Godiva
chocolate.

CHOCOLATE BASKETS

BANK OF JAPAN

-

-

For taking seri-

ous action against the imminent

threat of deflation. Other central
banks should take a page out of
your book.
Freedom. Liberty.
Participation in our form of govELECTIONS

-

ernment. We are afforded a privi-

lege that many in the world do not
have. So, go out and vote.
RETIRING OLD DEBT

REALLY OLD
DEBT The government of the
United Kingdom is considering
retiring some old perpetuities.
Today, 30-year bonds are typically
the longest maturity out there,
but these bonds are from 1927,
issued when Winston Churchill
was Chancellor of the Exchequer
(basically Britain’s more pretentious title for Secretary of the
Treasury). What’s even better is
that those bonds were issued to
retire debt from World War I, the
Crimean War, and the collapse of
the South Sea Company. Damn,
that’s old.
...

-

EARLY SNOWFALLS

-

Well, we told

that it would happen eventually. After a solid two months of
not including weather in TU/TD,
yesterday has brought it back to
the forefront of our minds. For
those of you who were not at BC
last semester, we would like to
make it known that we hate the
snow. We really do. It’s too early
for this s—t.
you

NOVEMBER

-

The only redeeming

factor of this month is Thanksgiving well, and the opportunity to
...

go a month without shaving. Not
that we need a month set aside to
do this. Otherwise, this is a useless

month. If we are going to be forced
to be cold and miserable, let’s get
to December already.
JUICE It’s just fruit pee.
-

They are awful. We
can’t think of anything that was
more annoying Saturday night.
They should never be a part of a

WHISTLES

-

costume.

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD
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You never know who is going to
brighten your day. Midterms are upon
us, and for those of you who treat
September like you’re playing with
house money, it can be a real shock
when the calendar changes and those
tests start approaching. As I was
gearing up to burn the midnight oil
in Fulton—Monster
in hand, chastising myself for all the times I thought
that I really should do some work but
just played FIFA instead—l ran into a
Boston College facilities employee in
the elevator.
“So, you’re in CSOM?” he asked.
“No, I just pretend to be,” I responded. “Well, let me tell you a little bit
about this place.”
He then proceeded to tell me how
he had worked at BC for 20 years and
how his daughter had graduated from
CSOM a few years ago. She had been
very happily employed since graduation and was on track to do very
well, although many of her friends
from high school who attended other
colleges had struggled to find jobs.
One of her best friends had recently
been laid off and was very upset.
His daughter decided to reach out
to her boss, also a BC graduate, to
see if there were any openings at the
company. The boss promptly set up a
lunch with the recently unemployed
friend, and by the time the main
course was finished, this friend was
asked when she wanted to start. The
facilities employee’s theory was simply that his daughter’s boss trusted
her opinion enough to hire someone
for whom she vouched without a

formal interview.
He then added that there was a

time when he had decided to leave

how things would work out, but he
was immediately welcomed back
with open arms. “This place will take
care of you,” he said before leaving
the elevator, and before I could get
his name.
So many organizations develop
guiding principles that they claim
define who they are. A quick Google
search reveals that Enron’s corporate values were respect, integrity,
communication, and excellence. An
organization’s principles are rarely
reflected in its day-to-day dealings,
especially in organizations that are
designed to make a profit, like corporations, or institutions that exist in a
very competitive environment, such
as elite academic institutions.
We are told to be “men and women
for others” and to “go set the world
aflame” at orientation and convocation. Instead of just saying these
words, I think that the BC community
actually embraces them. Hearing
stories like the one I heard in the
elevator, or learning in class last week
that, in 2008, BC was the only college
in the Boston area not to lay anyone
off, always makes me proud to say I’m
a BC student.
We all know that 4Boston has so
many applicants that it has to reject
people, and we have all heard about
how Appa has changed someone’s life
for the better. What is really different about BC as an institution is not
what happens while we are here—it
is that the constant barrage of Jesuit
terms and service trips actually does
seem to mold students for the better
permanently. Long after they leave
campus, Eagles are still men and
women for others.
The network of well-molded
Eagles out there does all of the things
that one would imagine when thinking of how to set the world aflame.
Last year, alumni showed up in over-

A crisis
itself.

Gerber-Williams

Truth: the obsession of philosophy,
the aim of academia, the grounding
force of our lives. If your life before
college was anything like mine, you
grew up thinking you knew everything, or at least something. That
minute glimpse of the world—learned
through lived experiences, teachers,
and parents —was true. God was like
this, history was like this, and you
were like this. Yes, you may not have
understood everything there was to
understand, but what you knew, you
knew.
If your college experience was
anything like mine, this changed.
College is supposed to impart
knowledge, to stretch and grow the
mind. Yet, more than anything, higher
education makes you understand that
you know nothing. And still, it leaves
you searching for truth.
This happens differently for different people. It might be a young Baptist student from Georgia or a devout
Catholic girl from New Jersey sitting
in on the Belief in Modernity course
taught by Rev. Michael Himes, which
explores Darwin and Nietzsche, and
watching their understanding of God
and a religious life crumble before
them. It might be a staunchly Republican sophomore in Rights in Conflict
examining the core of his political
beliefs and seeing it wither away. Or it
might be more subtle than that.
Maybe it is the homophobic student whose roommate comes out to
him, and he begins to understand—even defend—him.
The girl who
thinks her life’s mission is to become
a doctor, but finds she hates biology
and loves international relations.
Whatever it may be, exposure
to this diversity of thought and life

AndrewMillette is a senior staffcolumnist

for

The Heights. He can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.

of truth

challenges our core and our values.
We are then forced to re-assess and
re-learn ourselves. And just as we
begin to accept and understand the
challenge, another challenge presents

Delphina

whelming droves when BC organized
charity functions for its sesquicentennial celebrations, and many graduates work in non-profit organizations
designed to fight injustice and make
the world a better place.
Truly being a man or woman
for others goes beyond the macro,
however. BC graduates will remind
you that they were shaped by this
institution in the little moments in
life. While joining the Peace Corps
is admirable, most of us will end up
spending the majority of our time
working for a company that exists to
make profits. There are all kinds of
arguments among economists and
ethicists about whether a corporation
should have a social agenda, but there
are chances in the course of normal
business activities to display your BC
education. The facilities employee’s
daughter’s boss is probably a very
busy man who took time out of his
day to change someone’s life, based
purely on the amount of trust that he
has in his employees. When sticky
notes and spreadsheets are piling
up, a true Eagle will make personal
sacrifices to help a stranger out,
simply because we have been taught
to recognize that this is the right
thing to do. You can set the world
aflame by going against the system —a
system of pressures that leads most
people to believe that they need to
focus entirely on themselves just to
accomplish everything they need to
in a day. A small act of kindness can
change someone’s life so meaningfully
that he or she can’t contain his or her
desire to stop complete strangers and
tell them about it.
There are so many great schools
out there, but BC really is different.
This place will take care of you, and
more importantly, this place will
mold you to take care of others.

This crisis of truth continues in
the classroom. In political science, for
example, students encounter a variety
of theories to explain a single phenomenon—social movements, state
behavior, or nuclear proliferation, for
example. The minds that create these
theories are brilliant, the best of the
best. And yet, each theory, which
makes perfect sense, contradicts the
other. The world is no longer black
and white.
Thanks to the common core, students explore courses in their majors
and others they would never consider
taking. In high school, we understand
what we are told, and we take it at
face value. But here, after taking a
variety of courses under a variety
of brilliant professors with a variety
of different biases, sometimes these
“truths” contradict each other.
Already undergoing all of those
previously mentioned life-shattering, value-challenging dilemmas this
semester, I came to realize that the
last thing that I counted on—the
black and white facts of history—also
weren’t so simple.
It was while sitting in Himes’
Belief in Modernity that my crisis of
truth finally came to full fruition. But
this time it wasn’t Darwin or Nietzsche challenging my view of God,
it was what the professor said about
history.
“To me, the Renaissance didn’t
start in the 14th century.” He went on
to explain his reasoning, but I could
no longer listen. Here he was, one of
the most brilliant professors under
whom I’ve had the privilege of learning, challenging a commonly accepted
date, a fact. A date I’ve learned in my
art history courses, European history
courses, photography courses—something that was so clearly true. Yet,

Himes’s counter-explanation made
perfect sense.
At a university, we have the
very core of our existence challenged—from our personal values to
our understanding of how the world
operates, everything is fair game. We
learn opposing “facts” from a variety
of different brilliant thinkers. Our
knowledge becomes null and void, a
simple matter of opinion. Even science, the one subject that seems to be
true when all else fails, is evolving. A
portion of what we learn about science will eventually be discovered to
be erroneous.
We can’t know God, we can’t even
truly know ourselves, science and
so how do we deal
history are out
with this crisis of truth?
The Socratic paradox states, “I
am the wisest man alive, for I know
one thing, and that is that I know
nothing.” And yet, Socrates and his
teacher still toil to know more than
still seek Truth.
just nothing—they
So, maybe we should do as
Socrates did and embrace this crisis.
Maybe it doesn’t matter that there
isn’t just one single answer to a question, one single right. Instead, we
become active thinkers, analyzing
every visible perspective, weighing
the strengths and weaknesses of each
bias. The lack of answers and the
growing number of questions can be
frustrating, but this also makes life
exciting. It means our knowledge is
never complete—we
are never fully
finished as people. We will continually grow and discover ourselves—we
can always seek and pursue knowledge.
Like Socrates, just keep seeking.
If you have any tips on how to
confront a crisis of truth, or any true
solid facts you would like to share,
please direct any and all help to your
columnist.
...

Delphina Gerber-Williams is a staff
columnist for The Heights. She can be
reached at opinions@bcheiqhts.com.

The opinions and commentaries of the staff columnists and cartoonists appearing
on this page represent the views of the author or artist of that particular piece, and
not necessarily the views of The Heights. Any of the columnists and artists
for the Opinions section of The Heights can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

Know what’s
in store

Owen Lyons
Maybe it’s because I haven’t turned 21
lived up to the
hype.
Sure, it’s fun getting more privileges
as time progresses. It’s nice to have more
freedom to meet up with friends, drive a car,
and possibly have more money to spend.
These additional privileges are necessary to
keep us from growing bored and jaded—l’ve
spent much of my youth anticipating each
milestone, and I certainly would think twice
about returning to an age at which I could
not drive, vote, or order off of the adult
menu. I am, however, often reminded of how
much I miss early childhood. The nostalgia
of a foregone youth pangs me most deeply in
the oddest ofplaces—the grocerystore.
Asa little kid, tagging along with my
mom to the grocery store opened up a world
of possibilities. My house rarely had the kind
of treats that stocked the shelves of Shaw’s,
but with each trip, there was a small chance
that I could persuade my mom to get us
some Ring Dings. The phrase “Go pick out
some desserts for you and your brothers”
meant utter victory, a source of happiness
whose legitimacy and certainty could not
be questioned. As I cartwheeled over to
the Pinwheels and gushed over Gushers, I
was so overwhelmed by my anticipation for
these desserts that any other problems that
had arisen that day were rendered moot. At
Christmastime, seeing the store all primped
up for the birth of Jesus brought hopes and
expectations for pumpkin eggnog, homemade fudge, and sugar cookies—expectations that were rarely disappointed. I could
look forward to making and sharing these
treats with my family and counting down the
days to the 25th. My seasonal responsibilities
didn’t include much else.
This satisfaction from sugar didn’t end in
the store, though. I miss the days in elementary school when it was commonplace to cajole a piece of Fruit by the Foot from a friend.
(To be fair, I still try to do this.) Someof the
best times as a little kid came on the rare occasions when my dad asked us ifwe wanted
to get donuts after Sunday Mass. If, by some
grace of God, we had a pizza or holiday party
in school, the sense of joy and fulfillment
would linger throughout the week. Perhaps
it came from the sense of community and
knowing that my teachers and parents cared
about my happiness, but it wouldn’t be a
stretch to say that this joy stemmed mostly
from eating to my heart’s content. (Needless
to say, I was a chubby little kid.)
But, one can’t live like that forever—long
gone are the days when I would have sold my
soul to the Devil for one of his Dogs. Eventually, some things in life become more important than the next sugar high, and those
school Halloween parties and post-Mass
donuts start to seem trivial. The Christmas
fudge and cookies are still enjoyed, but exist
as more of a medium for family time than as
an end in and of themselves. My parents very
often send me by myself to do the grocery
shopping, and the few times I’ve even considered buying some of the sweets for which
I used to beg, I’ve fought off the urge. These
factors ofsugar, budget, and health that were
so foreign to my younger self now dominate
my decisions. Rather than eat everything in
sight if I spot free food, I hold back so as not
to seem like a glutton sometimes. Nowadays, Christmastimehas become a balance
of staying somewhat healthy, decorating,
shopping, and event-planning, all while
trying to enjoy the time I get with family. It
makes me wish I could go back to the days of
baking and watching The Grinch.
Is it good that my happiness doesn’t
depend solely on food anymore? Probably. (According to my doctor, anyway.) It’s
considered childish and immature to care
so much about dessert, and that’s because
other things are so much more important.
Celebrating food as a medium for gathering
friends and family is perfectly appropriate,
so long as our priorities are in order. Mine
certainly weren’t.
And yet, I still feel that strong pang of
nostalgia for it. There’s a sense ofcomfort
that comes from having one’s wants met
in such a simple way. While today many
happy moments are clouded by other future
troubles or worries, the nearsightedness
of childhood allowed for a few times every
now and then when ignorance of impending
consequences let us be truly happy. Call me
immature, but I do miss it dearly.
yet, but growing up hasn’t

...

Owen Lyons is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at opinions@

bcheights.com.
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Chazelle's drama ‘Whiplash’ throws genre conventions into upset
By

Summer Lin

Heights Staff
Going by the trailer, you might expect
Whiplash to be another tender, heart-warming tale about a precocious music prodigy
and well-versed mentor. You probably already
imagine the warm moments —the mentor
taking him under his wing, the obstacles they
overcome,

WHIPLASH
Damien Chazelle

none of

the capabilities
they realize. The
film is

that. Director Damien Chazelle’s

commercial debut, Whiplash offers a far more
self-aware take on the musical prodigy flick,
demolishing cliches with dynamic leads and
an unconventional plot.
Andrew Neyman’s (Miles Teller) whole
life revolves around drumming. In both the
first and final shots of the film, we are privy to
Neyman’s prowess as a musician—yet the film
is not entirely about his drumming. Instead,
the film focuses on the 19-year-old Neyman
as he struggles to prove himselfas a musician.

The youngest member of the Schaffer Conservatory’s jazz ensemble, he holds a spot in
one of thebest musical schools in the country.
Neyman is under the tutelage of the ruthless
Terence Fletcher (J.K. Simmons)—who is not
above bringing his students to the brink of
tears and flinging chairs across the room in
order to get them to play in time.
ft is Fletcher’s tough-love approach to
conducting that drives Neyman to practice
tirelessly through blistered and bloody fingers in order to meet his unattainably high
expectations. Fletcher will verbally abuse his
students, humiliating them in front of the
entire ensemble for what he believes is for
the good of all. This tactic only further goads
Andrew to practice.
Both Fletcher and Neyman repeatedly cite
Charlie Parker as the inspiration behind their
actions. Fletcher relates an anecdote where a
young Parker had made a mistake and Jo Jones
had flung a cymbal at his head, eventually
leading him on the path to becoming one of
the most renowned jazz saxophonists of the
20th century. Similarly, Neyman echoes these
aspirations for universal acclaim, relating to
a table full of his unimpressed and jeering

family members that Charlie Parker did not
need any friends because he had achieved
greatness in his life.
We are reminded again and again of the
lengths of Neyman’s dedication to his craft
and how far Fletcher is willing to push him
to achieve his full potential. Neyman breaks
up a promising relationship with the concession cashier at the local movie theater, Nicole
(Melissa Benoist) in order to rid himself of
all other distractions. He even suffers a neardeath car collision, dragging himself out of
the wreckage of a flipped car and somehow
making it to a music competition in the nick
of time. More than anything, Neyman fears
the mediocrity that has been passed down
in his family, determined to break the mold
of his father’s (Paul Reiser) average existence.
Mirroring Neyman’s resolve, Fletcher is convinced that encouragement eventually breeds
complacency, believing that his verbal abuse
and putdowns will eventually lead to the rise
of the next Charlie Parker.
J.K. Simmons’ rendition of the monstrous
Terence Fletcher is his most notable performance yet. In his antagonistic outbursts and
perverse, often crude language, Simmons
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Teller affirms his star status with his role asa prodigy in the groundbreakingfilm, ‘Whiplash.’
commands the majority of the film’s attention. Similarly, Teller’s stunning portrayal of
the unflinchingly resilient—and at times, erratic —Neyman is a finer point ofthe film. One
moment he is shy and bumping feet with a girl
under the table ona first date and the next he
singlehandedly hijacks a music performance,
practically pouring himself (along with blood,
sweat, and tears) onto the stage. Chazelle
employs a series of stylistic jump cuts and

close-up camera moves, zeroing in on the uncomfortable body language of the ensemble’s
supporting cast with deft precision.
Whiplash upsets the predictability of
most musical drama films. The film works
to dismantles the archetypes of the genre.

Ultimately, Whiplash breaks ground as a
grimacing Andrew drums his way to greatness—all without a wizened Obi-Wan figure
leading the way. ¦

‘Birdman’ soars in high cinematic style

PHOTO COURTESY OF OPEN ROAD FILMS

WEEKEND BOX OFFICE REPORT
TITLE

WEEKEND GROSS

WEEKS IN RELEASE

1. NIGHTCRAWLER

10.9

1

2.OUIJA

10.9

2

3. FURY

9.1

3

4. GONE GIRL

8.8

5

5. THE BOOK OF LIFE

8.3

3

6. JOHN WICK

8.1

2

7. ST. VINCENT

7.8

4

8. ALEXANDERAND THE TERRIBLE, HORRIBLE,
NO GOOD, VERY BAD DAY

6.5

4

9.

3.4

4

Keaton, Stone, and Galifianakis deliver strong performances in Inarritu’s high concept, self-aware statement on the superhero genre, ‘Birdman.’
By

Sean Keeley

Heights Senior Staff

Birdman is a madcap, relentiess, freewheeling tour through one man’s inner demons, as
they are brought to life on stage and in his
mind and in the guise of a massive computergenerated bird monster. If that description
sounds exhausting,contradictory and slightly
maddening, well,
BIRDMAN
so is BirdAlejandro Gonzalez
Inarritu

man itself.

Alejandro
Gonzalez
Inarritu’s
latestfilm is so full ofbrilliant and crazy ideas
that it sometimes doesn’t know what to do
with them—at times, it seems enamored of
its own indulgence. But in a movie industry
dominated by safe formulas, the ambition and
sheer bravura of Birdman is worth celebrating, and frequently thrilling.
The movie’s central, self-aware conceit is
built around its casting: Michael Keaton (the
original Batman) stars as Riggan Thompson,
a washed-up actor famous for starring as the
superhero Birdman. As the movie begins, he
is in the midst of mounting a passion project
on Broadway, trying to recapture the limelight
with a stage adaptation ofRaymond Carver’s
What We Talk About When We Talk About
Love. What we see of Riggan’s play is laughably overblown and decidedly middlebrow,
but artistic merit is the least of his worries.

While trying to keep the disastrous production afloat, Riggan also must keep an eye on
his recovering addict of a daughter (Emma
Stone), his narcissistic showboat of a star
(Edward Norton), and the nagging voice of
his alter ego Birdman, who torments him with
commentary about his own irrelevance.
Meta-movies about artists struggling
to create their masterpiece while confronting personal demons are a tried-and-true
staple of arthouse cinema. Black Swan may
be Birdman s closest cousin, but its DNA has
traces of Federico Fellini’s 8 !4 and Woody
Allen’s Stardust Memories. Birdman’s main
contribution to this unlikely genre is its stunning technique. Working with the virtuoso
cinematographer Emmanuel Lubezki (Gravity, The Tree of Life), Inarritu has crafted the
film to look like one seamless, fluid shot, even
as the story shifts gears temporally and tonally,
going from black comedy to psychological
drama to absurd farce. You never know quite
where this movie is going, and its restless, roving energy never flags. Much of the backstage
action is accompaniedby a jazzy drum score,
and the movie itself shares some qualities
with good jazz: it’s energetic, unpredictable,
and seemingly improvisatory, but anchored all
along by carefully controlled technique.
The film’s soloists, as it were, are no less
impressive. Keaton is at the center of it all,
reaffirming his talent with a performance
driven by deep currents of sadness, rage
and confusion, with a hint of self-mockery.
Norton plays the role of the arrogant method

actor to perfection, drawing on a comedic

streak that has often been underutilized in
his career. Emma Stone continues to prove
her mettle with a powerful performance in
a potentially cliche role, while even Zach
Galifianakis delivers a surprisingly restrained
turn as Riggan’s manager.
At a certain point, though, this movie,
which is so aesthetically dynamic and surprising, begins to be weighed down by the
sameness of its content. For all the talent
of the cast, the characters are often thin
caricatures rather than fully rounded characters. Norton’s character in particular has
a peculiar tendency to dramatically shift
personality from scene to scene. Much of the
movie is devoted to loud screaming matches
and grandstanding monologues, which gets
tiresome. On a whole, the movie is a little too
self-congratulatory, giving itself an implicit
pat on the back for being the antidote to all
those soulless superhero movies.
For all that, though, Birdman is a genuinely liberating cinematic experience. Inarritu
and his team have developed an expressive
style that both ratchets up the stakes of the
plot and provides a stream-of-consciousness look into one man’s psyche. That is no
small feat, and it helps to cover up the film’s
larger conceptuallimitations. Ultimately, the
movie is a textbook example of technique
triumphing over content. There may be less
than meets the eye in Birdman, but there is so
much meeting the eye at any given moment
that it hardly matters. ¦
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BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. GRAY MOUNTAIN
John Grisham
2. LEAVING TIME
Jodi Picoult
3. EDGE OF ETERNITY
Ken Follett
4. DEADLINE
John Sandford
5. BEAUTIFULYOU
Chuck Palahniuk
6. DESERT GOD
Wilbur Smith

7. LILA
Marilynne Robinson
8. ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT
SEE
Anthony Doerr
9. BURN
James Patterson and
Michael Ledwidge
10. SOMEWHERE SAFE WITH
SOMEBODY GOOD
Jan Karon
SOURCE: New York Times

Gilroy loses his footing with dark directorial debut, ‘Nightcrawler’
By Tyler Wilkinson

out tragic stories involving minorityon-white violence. During one of his
routine video recordings, Lou witnesses

For The Heights
The crime thriller Nightcrawler—the
major motion picture debut for director
Dan Gilroy—is
an earnest attempt at
showing the underbelly of Los Angeles
and the perverse nature of the media industry. The film follows a maniac nobody
named Lou Bloom (Jake Gyllenhaal).
Bloom makes money by stealing wiring
and copNIGHTCRAWLER
per and
Dan Gilroy
selling it
to

con-

struction
sites through the black market. Wandering the street jobless, he happens to
witness a car crash and is exposed to
a culture of freelance video journalists
making a living off of daily tragedies.
This incident inspires Bloom to start
his own freelance video journalist service
with intern Rick (Riz Ahmed), essentially
profiting off of the suffering of others.
He develops a business relationship with
one of the local stations news directors,
Nina (Rene Russo), who strictly seeks

a murder and, instead of turning over the
evidence to police, decides to selectively
craft a news story of his own and solve

the murder mystery for himself.
Dan Gilroy wrote an ambitious
screenplay, addressing the negative
impact of increasingly sensationalist
media and the role of truth in narrative.
The writing succeeds at times, and fails
gloriously at others. Gilroy’s success
comes in the contrast between the two
main characters, Lou and Nina. We’re
led to believe that emotionless Lou’s disposition towards violence and destruction —coupled with constantly utilizing
humans for his own needs—makes him
by far the most morose and evil character in the film.
Nina, however, is a potentially more
sinister character. She makes a living
off of stories which depict minorities
attacking white America. Even when
evidence is ascertained—stating
a
homicide is in fact a drug deal gone
decides to withhold that
wrong—she

information from the public, creating
a captivating story that keeps viewers
watching. Her manufactured large-scale
mass hysteria is arguably so much more
terrifying than anything Lou could have
done. The artificiality of Nightcrawler's
plot is best exemplified by the nighttime neon color palate of the film’s Los

Angeles.
Gilroy raises the question of the importance of constructed narrative and
its tenuous relationship with truth. He
wants us to challenge the Ninas of the
world, break the constructed narratives,
ascertain the truth behind the story,
and finally understand that maybe we
construct narratives to hide from the
sad truth behind events.
Despite the writer-director’s stance
on the state of communications, the film
does not have the enchanting plot that is
required to drive the moral of the story.
The pacing of the film is off, with its
main conflict finding quick resolution
over the span of 20 to 25 minutes. The
remaining hour of the film is strictly
exposition. Gyllenhaal’s performance is
stellar, but there are no other redeem-
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The thriller ‘Nightcrawler,’ starring Jake Gyllenhall, struggles to bring its themesfully to light.
ing characters within the film. The film

is miscast, and squanders the talent it
does have. For instance, Kevin Rahm,
the wonderful actor who plays Ted
Chaough in AMC’s Mad Men, is given
such a minor part that it almost seems
an unnecessary role.
The more important characters in
the story are not as developed as they
should be. Rahm’s Frank Kruse is the
only moral character within the film,

forcing him to be the only true antagonist in the film. Kruse, however, is probably the film’s most underdeveloped
character, which in turn leaves him an
unappealing antagonist and particularly underwhelming when compared
to Bloom or Nina. The film is a classic
example of high concept and bad execution. Nightcrawler is still a great character study, but much of the potential of
its storyline is left untapped. ¦
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Lucid Soul gets cozy with pajama party concert in the Mods
From Mod Concert, A8
By then the living room had begun to
fill up. The Mod came as close to being
as comfortably full as a Mod physically
can. Everyone had room to breathe and
than
wiggle their elbows a bit —more
enough room. Outside, there was
cold, the demons, the
the night—the
witches. But inside there were pajamas
and music courtesy of Lucid Soul —the
gang comprised of Farrell (again) on
lead vocals and guitar, Andrew Bishop,
A&S T5, on drums, Ted Faust, A&S T5,
on lead guitar, and Andrew Jones, A&S
T5, filling in for band member John Mahoney, a senior from Berklee who could
not make it to Saturday’s show.
Lucid Soul took the stage (read:
stepped in front of the crowd into the
corner of the living room) a little after 10
p.m. and played through the night. They
played old rock and their own rock.
Lights flashed occasionally as guitars
waged war remarkably close to the feet
of the crowd. The band played about
half covers and half original songs. They
journeyed across the musical landscape
with covers of Bob Marley’s “Could You
Be Loved,” The Beatles’ “Don’t Let Me
Down,” N*SYNC’s “Pop,” and The Band’s
“The Weight,” among others. Lucid Soul

JOHN WILEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

BC acts Lucid Soul and Jimmy and the Gooch switched up the weekend party scene with a concert in the Mods, marking the first University-sponsored live music event in an on-campus residence.
pretty much proved they can take any
piece of music and put it in their cozy
pajamas. Their covers had a richness,

certainly boosted by the music-themed
posters plastered all around the room.
It wasn’t too hard to find the band’s
core influences. They surrounded the
audience with them —musically
and
physically.

Never fear, Lucid Soul gave the audience some original stuff to chew on as

well. Their opener “Wasting Daylight”
set the mood as the chords echoed
through the little arena. Songs like “The
Magician” and “Quiet Zone” carried the
second set. But what makes Lucid Soul
fun—especially in an intimate setting as
the night gets later and later—is their

willingness to at any point, at any time,
lean on their instrumentals and dive
into a tunnel of raging rock. They tell
their stories more through music than
words. No one could ever accuse the
band of shying away from instrumental
solos, and no one really seemed to mind.
Everyone was getting into the action.
Where was BC during the event?

They took a much appreciated step back.
The RAs came, approved the party, and
the concert went on without visible interference. It was a win for Lucid Soul,
because it looked they had a lot offun. It
was a win for the audience, because they
did have a lot of fun. And kudos to the
University for allowing this fresh take on
what weekends at BC can be. ¦

Bostonians host Halloween Invitational, featuring BU Treblemakers

ALEX GAYNOR

/

HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

Dressed in a variety of costumes, members of the Bostonians, the Boston University Treblemakers, and the Heightsmen performed in McGuinn on Halloween, singing crowd favorites and debuting some new songs.
From Bostonians, A8
that she knew Shulman when they were
younger, “before his voice changed.”
The Bostonians returned to the stage
again, boosting the energy in the room even

with their summer mash-up. Chloe
Mansour, LSOE T7, was up first—and once
more

the beat dropped to Iggy Azalea’s “Fancy,”
the audience cheered in preparation for
Mansour’s rap verse. Middleton quickly
transitioned to “Problem,” and everyone
knows it’s not that easy to hit Ariana
Grande’s high notes —but if anyone was
to take it on, it would be Middleton, who

made a valiant effort. The ladies turned
over the stage to Travis Russell, A&S TB,
as he sang Calvin Harris’ “Summer” —not
very seasonally appropriate, but it fit in
with the high-energy, fast-paced mash-up.
Finally, everyone could probably guess
which summer hit was coming next: “Bang
Bang,” sung by Hayley Paret, CSON T5,
as Jessie J and Paul Wagenseller, A&S T6,
as Nicki Minaj. While Wagenseller’s rap
performance was hilarious in its own right,
what followed was even better: Paret belting out Jessie J’s line, “You need a bad girl
to blow your mind” as Middleton bowed
down in the corner.

Following the mash-up was a threesong set by the Heightsmen, the second
guest group of the evening. The all-male
a cappella group also had anew song to
debut: the Doobie Brothers’ “Long Train
Runnin,’” with soloist Jeremy Medina, A&S
’ll. It’s safe to say that the Heightsmen
win the award for most seductive use of
costumes —Medina worked his red leather
jacket and sunglasses, while the following
soloist Sean Spata, A&S T6, turned it up
for his rendition of the Zac Brown Band’s
“Overnight.” After singing, “First, I’m gonna search your body over,” Spata unzipped
the top of his animal costume —we’re not

quite sure what it was —and

announced,
I“ t’s gonna get weird.” Yes, it did get a little
weird, but he brought us back to normalcy
alongside Kamau Burton, A&S 'll, for
everyone’s favorite R. Kelly throwback:

“Ignition.”
The Bostonians came back onstage for
two final songs, featuring Middleton and
Mansour once again as soloists. For those
who have seen the Bostonians perform
already this semester, we knew what was
coming once Middleton stepped on stage—but in the more intimate atmosphere, her
voice took on even more strength, as it
reverberated throughout the auditorium.

With amazing rhythm and impressive rap
skills, Middleton demanded the room with
Janelle Monae’s “Q.U.E.E.N.” —and sustained her energetic R&B flavor throughout the entire performance.
With 1989 just released, there would
be no other way to end the show than
with Taylor Swift’s latest hit, “Shake It Off.”
Mansour brought her own sassy edge to the
song, and was able to show us her complete
vocal range by the end of the performance.
It’s safe to say that everyone had the song
stuck in their heads as they headed back
home—as if we needed another excuse to
sing T-Swift on repeat. ¦

College night at the MFA
From Night at the Museum, A8
Ben Stiller and his motley crew of living museum items, the event did offer
activities to keep visitors busy through
the night. Luring college students from
all reaches of Boston with the promise
of music, artifacts, and various flavors
offree gelato, MFA After Dark hit all the
major stops.
Exhibits
The MFA features exhibits ranging
from classical to modern art, abstract
to concrete. One popular exhibit currently is Goya: Order and Disorder. A
collection of haunting images—aptly
displayed during the Halloween holiday
season —the works painted by prominent
Spanish artist Francisco Goya intrigued
visitors with its dark shades and brutish
subjects. Starkly different from Goya,
Shinique Smith’s exhibit, Bright Matter,
explores the artistic potential of everyday items like articles of clothing and
patterned material. Three-dimensional
sculptures and canvases dotted the room.
Additionally, oil paints by Jamie Wyeth
and propaganda posters from World
War II attracted attention from those in
attendance.
Grey Season
Performing for the college students
was Grey Season, a local five-member
band that hails from Boston and plays
gigs at various venues across Massachusetts. Singing songs from its new album
Time Will Tell You Well, the group’s
indie-folk sound infused with slight rock
undertones filled the Shapiro Family
Courtyard. The group played original
songs —tracks
comprised of soft vocals
and jaunty banjo riffs. Their most recent
album is a collectionof songs lamenting
lost love and unrequited desire. One fan
favorite was “Mama, You Been on My
Mind,” a track whose a cappella vocals at

the beginning captivate the listener until
the instrumental takes over and accompanies the lyrics perfectly. Comprised of
five-part harmonies, guitar chords, and
feverish drums their song “Look at Us
Now” is also a contender for top track.
The act was well-received by the audience, as a gathering of students eager to
dance formed in front of the performers
and sang along to the music.
Photobooth
Also located in the Shapiro Family
Courtyard was a photobooth available
to anyone interested in taking home a
souvenir to remember the night. Miscellaneous Halloween props were provided,
and museum-goers waited to get a photo
with their friends. Because the event
recommended visitors wear costumes
in the spirit of the holiday, the line for
the photobooth contained everything
from to ghosts to goblins to Mean Girls
characters excited to commemorate the
first night of the Halloweekend.
Gelato
As expected, homemade gelato
emerged as the evident MVP of the night.
Perhaps the driving force in most visitors’
motivation to make the trek to a museum,
of all places, on a Thursday night, the
gelato drew the largest crowd out of
all the attractions set up sporadically
around the museum. Students flocked
to the Linden Family Wing at the mere
mention of the delectable dessert, immediately abandoning the exhibit they were
observing for the promise of a flavored
frozen treat. Willing to wait in long lines
comprised of hundreds of hungry people,
the students had more than enough time
to decide which flavor to choose. Despite
the small selection of gelato—a meagre
three choices including chocolate, vanilla
bean, and salted caramel —the
dessert
dominated both the conversation and
the night’s events. ¦
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A former Taylor Swift fan reflects on the star’s attempts to stay relevant, as she abandons her country roots for a modern pop style.

Never, ever getting back together with Swift
From Taylor Swift, A8
joy than when I would blast your more
upbeat tracks, whether it was “You Belong
With Me” driving down the beach at midnight or screaming “We Are Never Getting
Back Together” whenever it came on. It was
your bubbly-pop, cookie-cutter style that
brought on criticism from the public, but
I didn’t care that you were immature, boycrazy, or naive. You were my role model.
You taught me to ignore the opinions of
others and to embrace my quirks.
But something changed. Your newly
released album 1989 is not you. You traded
in the cutesy country star image for a more
modern, pop-techno crossover. I can’t say
I’m surprised. You’ve been breaking away
from the country roots since your third
album. Even Red had lost the ballad quality
I’d grown up to love. In a way, change is
always expected—you have to stay relevant,
you have to please everyone and continue to

excite your fan base.
It’s not your change ofpace that is disappointing—it's the fact that the album focuses too much on sounding different, and
shies away from the lyricism that once carried your work. The tempos on 1989 stress
me out, and beneath the album’s heavy
computer manipulation, the lyrics are swallowed up. The happy, upbeat vibe is there,
but the relatability is not. Your content have
matured considerably (“Your hands are
in my hair / Your clothes are on my bed”),
which also seems to be done intentionally
to fit more in the pop category. In doing so,
your lyrics have fallen into a convention.
They weren’t captivating or awe-inspiring,
but painfully typical, boring, or sexualized.
In an effort to set yourself apart from other
artists, you strangely slid into the mold.
I feel betrayed, abandoned, and disappointed—but truthfully, I shouldn’t. This is
how you stay relevant, and that upbeat, fun
nature ofyours I fell in lovewith still is very

much there.
But Taylor, here is where it ends. Here’s
where I stop following your every move,
stop listening to your new albums on repeat.
You’ve grown, changed your style, and have
picked far more mature topics, all in an
effort to become a more legitimate, flexible
artist.
I won’t stop listening to you. Like an
old love, I’ll still listen to your old music,
allowing myself to escape to those times and
places your music once brought me. I’ll still
listen to your new album, with a longing for
a more traditional Taylor Swift.
Last year, I wrote you my loveletter.
Here is where I say farewell.

Everything has changed,
Your Ex-fangirl

Kayla Famolare is an editor for The
Heights. She can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com
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The Finer Things

Masking your
‘authentic
’

FEATURING

Ariana Igneri
The scariest thing about Halloween
this weekend wasn’t the bloody zombie
bride in front of me at Late Night, the
Mod-ful of Disney villains running
around with a red Jell-O heart on a
platter, or even the “Super Putin-Russia”
costume that one of my best friends put
together for his party on Saturday night.
It was the realization that a lot of us
at Boston College never really take the
masks off.
Halloween lasts two or three days
at most, but we end up in disguises,
pretending to be something that we’re
not, nearly everyweek, everysemester,
every year that we’re here. Even after we
tuck the face paint and wigs away in our
dorm room closets at the close of each
October, we’re still not always ourselves.
We’re still not always real, not always
genuine.
We’re a school that places a lot of
value in authenticity, but often doesn’t
know how that characteristic translates
into our daily lives. The Jesuit ideals at
the base of the University’s education
encourage us to go on retreats and to
join various volunteer groups and camdo things
pus ministry programs—to
that make a difference and to talk about
them in meaningful ways. Were given
the impression that that kind of service
and reflection is a huge part of what

By

makes us most

Asst. Arts S3 Review Editor

human.

We’re supposed to be men and women for others, but I think we need to
learn to be ourselves first. BC students
spend hours each week working with
Boston’s homeless population, tutoring
children in math and reading, and visiting the elderly in nursing homes. We
spend our spring breaks building houses
for those who need the help, and then
spend 10 days a year traveling and learning about poverty in countries like Nicaragua, Mexico, and Jamaica. We spend
all this time, locally and internationally,
to find
trying to find “solidarity”—trying
ourselves—in other communities and
take only an hour or two a week to think
about these experiences and be real with
our peers when we’re on campus. The
disconnect between who we are in these
settings and who we are in our regular
routines makes our lives anything but
genuine.
Authenticity shouldn’t be confined to
the discussions of social justice we have
in our small group reflections, of faith
on spiritual retreats, or of individuality
in Authentic Eagles posts online. We
shouldn’t need a defined time and space
to be ourselves. We’re all people, and
that’s how we should act. Authenticity should be intrinsic and natural, not
something we try out for size every once
in a while.
I don’t mean to degrade the outlets
we have at BC that give us an opportunity to be open and vulnerable. Talking
about things that matter or that are
personal can be terrifying, and as a
member of quite a few of these on campus groups, I recognize that challenge.
I do think, though, that the way we
understand authenticity right now—as
something limited to a particular set
of people, at a specific time, in a set
place—is a solution that’s only making
the problem worse. We need to stop
looking at it as a part of who we are,
and instead, as who we are —a whole,
complete, and real person.
Authenticity is not a Halloween
costume—to be paraded about and
made a show of. We have to learn not
to think of it as something that we
should commend and praise on special
occasions, because that kind of attitude
takes awayfrom authenticity’s very essence. The more we dress it up, the less
real it becomes. If we’re not careful, it
might end up being little more than a
mask —and there’s nothing more frightening than that.

Ariana Igneri is the Assoc. Arts d> Review Editorfor The Heights. She can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com
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MOD CONCERT

LUCID SOUL JIMMY AND THE GO CH

Dowd

Staff

On Saturday night, Mod 3B had a party. It
pedestrian stuff for
the night after Halloween. But in the interest of
narrowing it down even further, it was a pajama
party with music—live
music. And to put a tie
around this rough characterization of a BC party,
it was the first University sanctioned live music
event in an on-campus residence, a concert with
was a pajama party —pretty

BC acts Lucid Soul and Jimmy and the Gooch.
The scene was partly similar to those unfolding across campus. There was a Mod, and there
was music. But the tunes weren’t coming from a
head-bobbing, arm bouncing student channeling his or her inner DJ. They came from opener
Jimmy and the Gooch —James Farrell, A&S T5,
and Chris “Gooch” Bloniarz of Berklee College
of Music, and then from the main event, Lucid
Soul.
Outfitted for an acoustic set, Jimmy and the

JOHN WILEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Gooch strummed their way through the first set,
culminating with a grand acoustic cover of The
Who’s “Won’t Get Fooled Again,” which traditionally only works as an arena rock song. Well,
Jimmy and dear old Gooch were not in an arena,
but they made it feel like one. Tucked into the
corner between the kitchen and the Mod’s sliding
doors (you know the place) the duo capped off
its set to enthusiastic applause.

See Mod Concert, A7

Scary good a cappella from Bostonians, Heightsmen
Michelle Tomassi

Three cows walk into an auditorium,
followed by Tinkerbell, Katniss, and a viking. No, it’s not the beginning of a really
bad joke—rather, it’s the opening scene
from the Bostonians’ Halloween Invitational on Friday night, set in the McGuinn
auditorium. The costume-clad group
hosted an evening of a cappella before the
night’s festivities, and switched things up
with some debut songs, along with two
special guest group performances.
Before introductions, the group kicked
off the set with Pharrell Williams’ “Happy,”

led by Sam Park, A&S T6. Surprisingly, the
Boston College “Happy” video didn’t even
come to mind, as the group took more
of a hip-hop approach to the song with
stronger beat-boxing. Park had everyone in
the room clapping once he hit the bridge,
and the up-beat performance provided a
nice contrast to the following song—Amy
Winehouse’s “Back to Black.” Appropriately
clad in a black swan costume, soloist Emma
West, A&S T6, channeled Winehouse’s
old-school soul vibe in the debut performance. With smooth and sultry vocals,
West’s song was one of the few that fit in
thematically with the dark and “spooky”
spirit of Halloween.

And then, here comes trouble—from
the Boston University Treblemakers, that
is. The students made an appearance with
three “really spooky songs,” as one group
member stated—each
delivered with
impeccable precision. The Treblemakers
started off with Bastille’s “Things We Lost
in the Fire”—and
if you weren’t watching,
you’d think thatlead singer Dan Smith was
actually in the room. Soloist Kevin Hupp,
BU T6, performed a near-perfect rendition
of the English band’s hit single—backed
by the group’s beautiful harmonizing and
artfully placed swishes and beats.
When Jordy Shulman, BU ’l7, stepped
up to the mic in his Spongebob t-shirt

to perform Matt Corby’s “Resolution,”

no one expected what was

about to hap-

pen next. The kid in a goofy t-shirt was
transformed into a stunning vocalist right
before our eyes—singing each word with
delicacy and precision as he built up to
the chorus. As he held out the notes to an
impressive length, the audience howled in
approval—and gave him a standing ovation
at the performance’s end. His presence carried through to the end of the show—one
member of the Heightsmen admitted to
having a crush on him, and Bostonians
singer Sami Middleton, A&S T5, shared

See Bostonians, A7

Breaking up with Taylor

Swift: a letter from a fan
Kayla

Famolare

Dear Taylor Swift,
It’s not you, it’s me. I never thought
this day would come —the day when I
would listen to a song of yours and not be
completely mesmerized by it—but today
marks the end of our eight-year relationship. I remember when I first met you: a
childhood friend invited me to see you
with Tim McGraw—you were the opening

and it’s hard to believe now, but no
one knew who you were. The first time
I heard you bellow out “Tim McGraw,” I
was hooked. I played it more times than I
could count. I learned everyword, which I
act,

EMILY SADEGHIAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The MFA hosted its collegenight event on Thursday, featuring a local band and various exhibits.

A night at the museum:
MFA Boston after dark
By

Hannah McLaughlin

For The Heights
It’s early evening on Huntington Ave.
The Museum of Fine Arts Boston is
empty, the usual Thursday crowd of art
enthusiasts already dispersed. The familiar sound of clinking utensils and casual
conversation over coffee and croissants
dissipates, as the Taste Cafe closes in
preparation for the rush it anticipates
later in the night. An eerie silence permeates the halls, raising an interesting
question: What really happens during a
night at the museum?
No, two-inch figurines from Western exhibits do not magically come to
life and engage in miniature battles to

INSIDEARTS
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‘Birdman’
With its ambitious style, Inarritu’s latestfilm
rises above conventional cinema, A6

See Taylor Swift, A7

Acoustics’ Halloween Invitational

the death. Contrary to popular belief,
deceased American presidents do not
gallop upon the marble floors from exhibit to exhibit, offering advice and wise
words to those who need it. Even more
upsetting, 65-million-year-old dinosaur
fossils do not wreak havoc in the halls of
the museum.
Unlike these notions of what could
transpire after hours in a public museum —as suggested by the popular 2006
film Night at the Museum —the College
Night: MFA After Dark event provided
students with an entirely different but
similarly exciting experience. Although
it did not meet the expectations set by

See Night at the Museum, A7

would eventually do for all yoursongs.
You read me like a book. Song after
song, I found myself astonished by just
how relatable you were —the boys, the
mean girls, the critics—it was like you
knew my every thought and feeling. It was
you I turned to in times of joy, sadness,
stress, and anger. You were the one I
trusted. You were the one who helped me
push through my hardships and celebrate
my triumphs, even when my friends
weren’t ready to listen. Your ballads held
meaning in my life —they would take me
back to different times and places.
I also have never laughed or felt such

EMILY FAHEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Acoustics hosted a Halloween-themed show on Thursday, featuring the BC Dynamics as well as a cappella groups from Holy Cross and the University of Connecticut.

‘Nightcrawler’
Jake Gyllenhaal’s performance is one of the few
redeeming aspects of this crime thriller, A6

Weekend Box Office Report
Hardcover Bestsellers
Movie Reviews
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BLACKSBURG BATTLE:
BC EMERGES BOWL-ELIGIBLE
THE EAGLES’ TREMENDOUS DEFENSIVE
EFFORT AND GUTSY FOURTH QUARTER
PLAY SILENCED THE HOKIES ON SATURDAY

EMILY SADEGHIAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR

A chaotic dogfight of afourth quarter spawned
alternate realities and a darkest timeline for BC

Connor Mellas
I am convinced—utterly certain
that at one of the seemingly 14,000
microcosmic turning points of the
eons-long dogfight that was the fourth
quarter of Boston College vs. Virginia
Tech, some sort of alternate universe
opened up.
Deon Clarke catches Tyler Murphy
on that cold third and 10, and the battered ironman Michael Brewer marches down the field and jabs a knife into
BC’s chest, ripping its heart out kali
ma style. Or Alex Howell, the loneliest man in the world, lines up with the
wind at his back, his 6-foot-5 frame
looming before a sea of foliage colored
fans screaming for his head, and
shanks that 44-yard field goal 30 yards
to the right. The fourth quarter spirals
into a quintessential nightmare, and
BC does not win 33-31. Steve Addazio
marches into the press conference and
—

Tyler Murphy’s latest miracle broke Virginia
Tech’s back and Doug Flutie’s rushing record

slumps into his chair. We played a damn

By

hard game, our guys showed unbelievable
heart, and we gave every ounce of effort we
had, he says, but it just didn’t go our way.
BC drops to 5-4. Then, a week later,
Louisville comes into town and blows the
doors off of Alumni—the Eagles are roasted
in their roost. Another member of the secondary succumbs to injury. Little children
are crying. Brad Bates’ hair begins falling
out, and Addazio begins to grow his own
hair out. Chaos.
The Eagles travel to Tallahassee two
weeks later. Jameis Winston breaks the
Florida State record for passing touchdowns in a game, then retires to his room
for a quiet evening of checkers and fine
literature —A Tale Of Two Cities, he’s been
working on it all week; the quarterback
finds it both insightful and a metaphor
for modern America. Addazio rips out his
newfound hair. Despair.
Last game of the season. BC is 5-6. The
Eagles are not bowl-eligible without a win.
Beat Syracuse, and they can book a return
trip back to Shreveport, the industrial,
grey Pearl of The South. Yet it is not to be.
The Orange, the God-forsaken Syracuse

Sports Editor

See Column, B3

Connor Mellas

It’s pretty clear now that Murphy’s inarrival marked the beginning of
the best thing to happen to BC football
since Addazio revitalized BC’s offensive
line and created theideal system to awaken
Andre William’s dormant thighs.
Murphy showed up and saw the team’s
potential right from the start. He won the
starting quarterback job after separating
himself from early-enrollee freshman
Darius Wade in the spring, and with one
year of eligibility left, his goal was to get
on the field and help the resurging program grow.
Through nine games, Murphy’s driven
BC into a supercharged adolescence via
some of the most intelligent running of
any player in the country, and recently,
an improved connection with his wide
nocuous

Tyler Murphy arrived at Boston College
in January with muted celebration and
tempered fanfare—speculative supporters
and media members near unanimously
considered Steve Addazio’s acquisition
of the fifth-year Florida transfer an intelligent pickup, but no one really knew what
to expect from the ex-Gator coming off a
shoulder injury.
Whispers of Addazio’s big quarterback
snag swirled for a few weeks, until BC
confirmed his presence on campus in a
matter-of-fact press release. Addazio commented publicly on his new old quarterback for one of the first times on National
Signing Day a few weeks later. He praised
his experience and character, but defined
no tangible expectations.
“Tyler [Murphy] comes in here and
brings experience,” he said. “He’s a starting
veteran quarterback in a top conference.
We lost a guy that had started a lot of
games here, so we wanted to make sure we
brought someone in here who has done it
and has experience. He’s a northeast guy.
He’s a BC guy. He probably should have
been here right from the get-go.”

receivers.
He chucked two touchdowns and ran
for another with the game on the line in
a bitingly cold and damp road win over
Virginia Tech on Saturday, breaking Doug
Flutie’s career QB rushing record in the
process.
On first and 10—with a two point lead
and 3:19 left on the clock—BC
put its

See Murphy, B3

Jerry York wins 500th BC game as
Eagles split road series against Denver
percent. During his 20-year tenure, BC
has made 11 Frozen Fours and has won

No. 5 men’s hockey travelled to the
Mile-High City this weekend, looking to
give Jerry York his 500th win as Boston
College’s head coach during a two-game
series against No. 11 Denver.
After falling behind by a goal in Friday
night’s tilt, BC recovered. Sophomore
Ryan Fitzgerald scored the equalizer in
the second and then netted the go-ahead
goal late in the third period to give York
his 500th W in exciting fashion. College
hockey’s winningest coach must wait for
No. 501, as Denver split the series with an
overtime win on Saturday night.
York, who became BC’s coach on the
same day as the premiere of The Lion King
(June 15,1994), has now coached 812 total
games for the Eagles. This works out to
an impressive winning percentage of 61.6

four national championships, missing the
postseason only twice since ’97.

While Fitzgerald led the offensive
effort, goaltender Thatcher Demko also
played well between the pipes on Friday.
The sophomore had 25 saves on the night,
including several huge stops on a 5-on-3
in the second period.
After BC took a holding call and a high
sticking call consecutively, Denver had
nearly 30 seconds of two-man advantage,
but failed to break through BC’s defense
to end the 1-1 deadlock. The Eagles had a
strong penalty kill the entire night, forcing the Pioneers to go 0-6 on power play
opportunities.
BC took advantage of a strong kill to
sink the deciding goal on the night. As

puck on a clear from Quinn Smith. Sanford moved behind the net with the puck,
waiting and eventually hitting a streaking
Fitzgerald down the middle. The secondyear forward launched the puck home to
give BC the final 2-1 win.

Saturday night, however, saw no such
comeback for the Eagles. Denver got on
the board first again, flashing the red light
just 21 seconds into the second period.
Denver’s Trevor Moore skated up through
the middle of BC’s zone and found Danton
Heinen for the one-timer past Demko.
BC faced a 0-1 deficit for over 12 minutes before finally getting on the score-

board. Sophomore Travis Jeke picked up
his first assist of the season, firing toward
a small crowd in front of the net. Senior
Destry Straight stepped up and deflected
the puck at just the right angle, sending it

Zach Sanford exited the box from a holding the stick infraction, he picked up the
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See Men’s Hockey, B3
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BC pulled off a comeback win to beat Denver In game one but dropped the second In OT.

Men’s Soccer: BC’s season is over

Women’s hockey: Friars get fried

The Eagles needed a win, and a NC State
loss to qualify for the ACCs
B4

Katie King Crowley’s team continuedits highB
scoring ways against Providence
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McCaffrey, BC earn draw with Fighting Irish in double OT
By Kyle

Baranko

posing defensewhen they had the ball. They

For The Heights

were not afraid to get physical, and their

aggressive play set the tone early. McCaffrey

Both Boston College and Notre Dame
played their hearts out in an epic, grueling
match en route to a 1-1 draw on Saturday
night. Riding
Notre Dame
1
the emotion
Boston College
1
surrounding
the women’s soccer team’s senior night,
the Eagles fought hard and stepped up the
physicality. The stat sheet reflected the
competitiveness, showing plenty offouls and
even four yellow cards.
ND’s well balanced and possession-oriented style of play dominated the first half,
leading to several chances but no goals. Two
minutes into the game, the Fighting Irish
quickly put pressure on the Eagle’s defense.
Forward Anna Gilbertson of ND had a great
chance on the left wing, as she was wide
open afterreceiving a cross from the far side.
Goalkeeper Alexandra Johnson recognized
the danger though, immediately coming
out to challenge the shot and deflecting the
ball out ofbounds. Johnsonworked hard all
night, keeping her team alive with plenty of
athletic saves throughout the game despite
the slick conditions presented by the rain.
Later in the first half, the Eagles started
to find some offensive momentum. Their
complete sense ofurgency translated to a fast
paced and direct attack, displayedby slicing
runs made by speedy forward Stephanie McCaffrey. McCaffrey and the other forwards
countered ND’s possessive style by working
hard up top and constantly pressing the op-

continued to badger the Fighting Irish back
line despite receiving a yellow card in the
16th minute. Seven minutes later, teammate
Jana Jeffrey also got a booking.
Headcoach Alison Foley saw no problem
with the physicality. In fact, she emphasized
after the game that it is the way two top
teams should be playing. Yet, after plenty
of trash talk and multiple hard fouls from
both sides, the Eagles and Fighting Irish
found themselves tied at 0-0 going into the
intermission.

The Irish completely dictated the flow of
the game during the beginning of the second
half. ND’s outside midfielders stayed glued to
the sidelines, giving the forwards more space
to operate up top. This translated to several
great chances again oncrosses from the right
wing to the far post, the most dangerous
coming only five minutes into the second
period with a header just skimming over
the crossbar. For the most part, the Eagles’
back line used defensive headers to clear the
crosses, but they could not sustain their success much longer. The Fighting Irish scored
ona corner kick, a perfect connection from
Brittany Von Reuden to Katie Naughton.
Naughton elevated over the defense and used
her head to direct the ball into the inside of
the net. Von Reuden effectively played the
role of facilitator the whole game, orchestrating every Irish set piece and constantly
generating chances by setting up others.
The Eagles found themselves in a hole

and stepped up the intensity accordingly.
Substitute Andrea O’Brien combined with
the consistent McCaffrey to make more
brisk runs up top.
The defenders and midfielders created chances by supplying a steady dose
of through balls to the speedy BC strikers,
finally resulting in the equalizer with about
12 minutes remaining in the half. An Eagle
was able to get a header on target from a
cross on a corner kick, rocketing the ball
off the crossbar. Another Eagle was waiting
for the deflection at the top of the box and
put the ball back on frame, however. Notre
Dame goalkeeper Kaela Little barely got her
hand on this shot, falling over while making
a diving save.
BC defender Allyson Swaby was patiently
waiting by the six-yard line, and she slipped
the ball in right after Little made the deflection. Instantly, a mob of Eagles surrounded
Swaby in an emotional embrace. With about
10 minutes remaining, both sides tried unsuccessfully to sneak a goal in before regulation ended. Both goalkeepers, Little and
Johnson, held their ground and made several
great saves in the waning minutes.
In overtime, the Eagles and Fighting Irish
continued to battle, and the keepers continued to thwartall shot attempts. Players grew
tired, but did not lose any intensity, which led
to more fouls, more trash talk, and more opportunities on goal. Yet, as the clock winded
down, the score remained 1-1. The Eagles
channeled the emotion of senior night into
a positive burst of intensity, and it led to an
exhausting draw with the Fighting Irish. ¦
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Alison Foley’s squad ended its regular season with a 1-1 draw against Notre Dame.

Eagles thrash inconsistent Providence in weekend series
By

Arthur Bailin
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During a weekend when it is customary
to dress up in a costume, it appeared that the
Providence women’s hockey team chose to
impersonate Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde during
its series with Boston College. Despite playing two verydifferent games, the Eagles beat
Jekyll and Hyde, sweeping the Friars 8-0 on
Friday night and 4-1 Saturday night.
Going into the weekend series, a major
point of discussion surrounding the Eagles
was the Four Nations Cup. The yearly tournament played against the top four teams in
the world begins Nov. 4 in British Columbia.

Five players were slated to leave the Eagles
for the tournament. Friday night came
around, however, and Alex Carpenter, Dana
Trivigno, Haley Skarupa, Emily Pfalzer, and
Megan Keller were all on the line chart.
Head coach Katie King Crowleyrearranged
the lines to put the departing forwards on
the same line, however.
“We put those kids on a line so these
other lines could gel and kind of get used
to playing together,” Crowley said.
With these line shakeups came some
growing pains. The Friars, in their Mr.
Hyde persona, couldn’t keep the puck in the
Eagles’ defensiveend the entire first period.
Despite the struggles for Providence, the

Eagles were only able to generate two goals
scored by Emily Field.
Midway through the second period, the
lines began to click. It started innocuously,
as Toni Ann Miano notched her first collegiate goal. From that point, the Eagles would
score at a breathless rate, scoring three more
goals in the span of five minutes, knocking
out starting goaltender Allie Morse in the
process.
“Once one goal was in, the floodgates
opened up,” Carpenter said.
The Eagles would score two more goals
in the third period, putting away the Hydeesque Friars 8-0.
Saturday night would present a very

ROUND UP
TENNIS

Men’s tennis fell short

The men’s swimming
team had its three-meet

Invitational, where host
Florida Gulf Coast University dominated both
doubles and singles.
Senior Matt Wagner and sophomore
Hank Workman reached theconsolation
round of Group A doubles, before being bested 8-6 in a close match against
FGCU’s Andres Alfonzo and Eduardo
Alfonzo.
FGCU juniors Lucas Vaz and Ricky
Ventura would win the doubles title out
of Group C, defeating the University of
Texas at Arlington. Freshmen Jeffrey
Melvin’s weekend in singles was ended
by FGCU sophomore Adrien Reid. The
Eagles will retire for the fall season and
return in January to play Sacred Heart
at home. ¦

win streak ended this weekwhen it fell to Johns
Hopkins University at the
Thomas Murphy Invitational hosted by
Loyola University.
Winning sevenraces over the two days
of the invitational, the team’s highlight
wins included the 50 and 100 freestyles,
the 100 and 200 breaststrokes, and the
200 freestyle medley.
Women’s swimming closed its productive October with a loss to Johns Hopkins
at the Thomas Murphy Invitational.
The weekend began roughly, when
BC did not place first until Jordan Parry’s
win in the 100 butterfly, the eighth event
of the weekend. The Eagles would not
come in first again for the remainder of
the tournament. ¦

«

SinHORT

SPORT

f

some of its top players, both at forward

and defense.
From the drop of the puck, it was evident
that while the Eagles would be the better
team on Saturday night, the Friars weren’t
going quietly. Providence was able to sustain a forecheck against the undermanned
Eagles, and it put significant pressure on
goaltender Katie Burt. The Eagles were able
to jump out to a 2-0 lead in the first, but it
was not without some significant back-andforth action—something the game Friday

FENCING

ROWING
The Boston College
women’s freshman rowing team headed to Hanovel', N.H. this weekend
for the Green Monster

_

~

ACC Football Atlantic Division Standings

tournament, BC had to cope with losing

BY JOHN PUGH

SWIMMING

at the Florida Gulf Coast

different Providence team —and a very different Eagles team at that. With the Four
Nations five travelling up to Canada for the

\

Invitational.
BC and Dartmouth dominated the
regatta, with BC’s second boat placing
first, just barely—and rather surprisout the number one boat
ingly—edging
for BC’s freshman. Dartmouth’s first
and second boats would place third and
fourth, respectively, followed by BC’s
third boat. Although the race was quite
long, the competition for the top three
spots was fierce, with a difference of only
2.5 seconds between first and third.
The teams have a week off before
finishing the Charles River regatta series
with the Foot of the Charles in mid-November. ¦

X

500

Conference

Overall

Florida State

5-0

8-0

Clemson

5-1

6-2

Louisville

4-3

6-3

Boston College

3-2

6-3

NC State

1-4

5-4

9

Syracuse

1-4

3-6

Wake Forest

0-4

2-6

The number of home openers the BC
men’s basketball team has won in the
past decade.

Team

The number of games Jerry York has
won as the head eoaeh of the BC men’s
hockey team.

965
The number of yards Tyler Murphy has
rushed for this season, breaking the BC
career record for a quarterback.

HEIGHTS STAFF

SAILING

Boston College men’s
fencing had a strong showing at ‘The Big One,’ the
NEIFC Fall Invitational at
Smith College.
A medalist would be found in each
class by the end of the three-weapon
tournament, the first of which would
come to Ethan Grab in the Epee class,
where he tied for third place with Cody
Richard of Sacred Heart University.
Hanmin Lee would tie for third in the
Foil class as well.
BC’s men’s three-weaponteam would
place fourth overall. The women’s fencing team struggled individually, but
found success as a whole.
Only Cara Hall and Ella Morgan
would place, both in the Epee class. Hall
was awarded first place, while Morgan
was awarded eighth. ¦

Numbers to Know

night did not have. Despite the depleted
lineup, the Eagles were able to leave Providence with a 4-1 win.
Even though BC was able to come
away this weekend with two wins against
Providence, tough challenges loom in the
immediate future. While the Eagles seemed
to be no worse for the wear against Providence without the five players lost to Four
Nations, Northeastern and Vermont come
into the weekend having played competitive
games against strong opponents earlier in
the season. With key players missing, BC
will have its work cut out for them, because
neither Northeastern nor Vermont play as
Mr. Hyde that often. ¦

Boston College sailing
had a stellar weekend,
competing in and winning
inter-conference regattas and the conference

championship.
The weekend provided tough weather
conditions with moderate wind and precipitation both days, highlighted by 20plus knots and snow flurries on Sunday.
In the face of the textbook conditions of the Northeast this time of year,
BC remained its elite self, scoring 82 to
edge out Roger Williams University and
Stanford for the Nickerson Trophy, and
55 against Yale’s 88 and Brown’s 103 for
the Victorian Coffee Urn.
BC’s A set score at the NEISA championships would be enough to keep Yale
at bay despite a heavy B set score for the
NEISA title and the Schell trophy. ¦

Quote of the Week
“ hat a story. All
W
the crappy stories that
are out there, that’s a
great story. That’s a
tremendous story, and
it couldn’t happen to a
better person.”
Steve Addazio on
Tyler Murphy’s season
so far
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Demko shines in close
games against Pioneers

THUMBS
UP

in that game than in either of the games

1

From Men’s Hockey, B

this past weekend. BC’s Johnny Gaudreau
to the upper-left corner of the net.

THE GREAT WALL OF DEMKO

-

Most

thought the men’s hockey team’s
strength would be its defense. It’s not.
It’s the goalie. Demko has looked phenomenal in every game this season from
Colorado College on, and that’s really
good for BC. He was exceptional last
year but a little inconsistent, especially
in March and April. This year, he’s doing everything better, all the time. His
positioning is somehow better and takes
up thewhole net. He’s stood on his head
on the penalty kill and limited rebounds.
BC needs him to be the MVP of team if
it’s going to have a shot at aring, and he’s
been that so far. Johnny Gaudreau made
you remember where you were when
you saw some ofhis goals. We won’t tell
ourkids aboutDemko’s positional saves,
but he’s been making hockey look just
as easy as Johnny Puck did.

GRAHAM BECK / HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

Demko’s early season performances have reignited the hype around the young goalie.

Demko, meanwhile, outdid his own
performance from Friday night, tallying
30 saves in the first three periods. This
defensive effort included turning away
nine shots on another six power play opportunities for the Pioneers, who failed
to score a single power play goal over the
weekend.
BC also struggled to convert on its
power play opportunities Saturday night.
While the team had eight different chances, the Eagles only fired seven shots. On
their final two power plays of the night,
each two minutes, the skaters did not even
manage a single shot.
Although neither team managed to net
a power play goal during their last meeting
in the first round of the NCAA tournament last year, BC set a tone much earlier

put his team on top just 25 seconds into
that game back in March, leading the

Eagles to roll 6-2 over the Pioneers.
On Saturday night, however, the third
period ended with Denver and BC knotted 1-1. Each goalie had three saves in the
period, as BC struggled to complete its
second comeback win in as many days.
Around four minutes into bonus hockey,
the puck ricocheted off a crowd in front of
BC’s net. Heinen was the only one to find
the puck in the scramble, slipping it into
the net to pick up the victory for Denver.
This win brought Denver to 4-2 on the
season, while simultaneously dropping
BC down to the same 4-2 record.
Up next for the Eagles will be a contest
at UConn on Wednesday night before the
team returns home for its first game of the
year against Boston University. ¦

The darkest timeline: When Brad Bates loses his hair
reer rushing yards-breaking effort and

1

From Column, B
Men’s hockey got a
split at Denver, no easy place to play.
Women’s hockey continues to make
the competition look like grade schoolers learning how to skate, as it swept a
home-and-home with Providence College (side note: the second game of the
home-and-home? BC was playing with
nine forwards and four defensemen.
While time on ice isn’t officially tracked
in collegehockey, it’s safe to say we can
put all 13 skaters down for simply “a
lot of time on the ice, like way more
than usual.” BC won 4-1). While men’s
soccer was eliminated from the ACC
tournament with its overtime loss to
Syracuse, its two assistant coaches combined to score three ofthe New England
Revolution’s four goals in the first leg
of the conference semifinals. Football
is going bowling. Everyone’s costume
game in the Mods? On point.
BEGINNER’S LUCK- Our first attempt at

this column. Not too shabby, eh?

THUMBS
DOWN
MICHIGAN

-

game-winning gallop to the end zone.

-

Athletic Director Dave

Brandon resigning. Come on, Dave!
Fight through it! You’re going through
some tough times now, we get it, but as
Winston Churchill once said, “If you’re
going through hell, don’t raise the price
ofstudent football tickets, because seriously, dude, how stupid could you be?”
With Brandon resigning, Brad Bates is
rumored to be a strong candidate, with
his ties to Michigan and his success so
far at BC. While we’re confident in BC’s
ability to find another competent AD,
the hypothetical turnover could destabilize an athletic program that is just
again finding firmer footing in football
and, presumably with Jim Christian’s
hiring, basketball.

Orange, defeats BC at Alumni. Jilted
seniors, lit up on Rubinoff and misery,
burn the Meatball Obsession shack to
the ground. An eternal winter falls over
Chestnut Hill as the darkest timeline
reaches fruition.
But that is not the universe we’re
living in. In this reality, a vindicated
Howell stands in a tunnel in the bowels
of Lane Stadium wearing a grey BC
sweatsuit. He shifts back and forth
with palpable giddiness, a looping grin

stretching across his face—a smile so
wide it nearly reaches his ears. “Yes sir,”
he says, recounting his 44-yard, gamesaving, fourth quarter field goal with
a pronounced drawl. “Coach actually
put me out there, so I was like ‘This is
nice!’”
In this timeline, BC’s offense finally
came through in the fourth quarter and
paid back more than three quarters of
back-breaking shut down defense—the
best performance by an Eagles’ defensive unit that I’ve ever seen—with
a refusal to lose and another stunning breakaway touchdown run from
Murphy, this one for 57 yards and the
win. Walking with a slight limp but
looking like he’s still in one functional
piece—he absorbed a few brutal hits
and constant dogging from Clarke
throughout the game —Murphy glows,
and reflects on his BC quarterback ca-

“It kind of parted like the Red Sea and
my job was easy—just don’t get caught,”
Murphy says. “You gotta give the guys
up front all the credit and Josh, and the
guys blocking down field.”
The for-better-or-worse, heart-onhis-sleeve-wearing, and unfailingly
animated BC head coach is fired up
in this bowl-eligible world, accentuating some phrases—nearly yelling at
times—and making pumped-up eye
contact with every reporter in the
room. He’s crediting the immense
effort of his road warriors while still
lamenting his inability to spot and stop
VTech’s fake punt. He’ll take a conference win like that any Saturday—a
victory that, in the end, came down
to gutsy calls and ice-vein execution.
“Made some, worked out, didn’t make
a couple, didn’t work out,” he says.
“When you sit here and you win, you
can swallow it all a lot better. Everything tastes a little better. You can go
in there and have a nice sip of water
and feel pretty good about that.”
There are three games left on the
schedule, and BC is bowl eligible for
the second year in a row. Drink it up,
because that’s reality.

Connor Mellas is the Sports Editor for
The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com

EMILY SADEGHIAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Shakim Phillips and Tyler Murphy narrowly missed linking up on a few long balls on Saturday.

Murphy continues to surpass expectations no one held
From Murphy, B

1

HALLOWEEKEND

faith in the run, but the Hokies stuffed

Marcus Outlow for no gain. Ditto for
Myles Willis on second down. Then,
after a timeout, the quarterback took off
on third down, sprinting 57 yards for a
touchdown—another one of Murphy’s
miracles. The sight of Murphy dropping
a step or two back, hopping in place,
examining the field, and then bolting
for the hole is both commonplace and
magical at this point, always hoped for
by BC fans, but still surprising when it
happens. Like Luke Kuechly, he possesses that uncanny and wonderfulathletic
vision normal people can only dream

about. It’s this machine-like ability to
read a defense and make a snap decision, combined with a dynamic taste for
improvisation, that makes Murphy such
a scintillating quarterback.
Entering the insidious back end of
BC’s season, Murphy’s recorded a run of
at least 40 yards in six different games,
the longest ofwhich was a 71 -yard dash
against Maine. He’s rushed for nine
touchdowns, thrown for eight, and both
managed and sparked BC’s developing
offensive system with a seemingly unflappable poise.
He’s become somewhat of a mythical figure—even when all is lost, there’s
still hope that with a hand off-faking

and stutter-stepping stroke of genius,
Murphy will save the day.
“ffere’s a guy that has got a chance
to come in and lead a team, and be that
quarterback, and be that leader, and
make that play at the end to win that
game,” Addazio said.
“What a story. All the crappy stories that are out there, that’s a great
story. That’s a tremendous story, and it
couldn’t happen to a better person.”
It’s tempting to go back to Addazio’s
old quote from last winter and simply
wonder—what could Murphy have done
if he was at BC from the start? In four
healthy years with this type of offense,
it’s not a stretch to believe that ACC

rushing records would crumble and
his personal trophy collection would
require an entire room.
Murphy came to BC in a year of
tremendous transition and electrified

his team. Addazio warned of the challenges enveloping year two countless
times before the season began. Without
a strong leader at quarterback this team
could have tanked, but Murphy’s already
made the most of his time in Chestnut
Hill and shattered expectations nobody
had.
With three regular season games
and a bowl left to play in his collegiate
career, BC’s about to find out how many
miracles Murphy has left. ¦

EL CAPITAN Michael Matheson. He falls
-

asleepin the cockpit just like he did in
coach, or wherever he was last year in
this analogy. The point is that naming
him captain hasn’t helped his attentiveness. He’s still easily the best player on
the ice when he feels like it, just like he
was last year. Also like last year, he takes
dumb penalties and loses his mark in his
own zone too often. With Steve Santini
out, the latter is a bigger problem than
usual because Matheson’s matchups will
only get harder.
EXTRA POINTS

-

staff have done

Steve

Addazio and his

impressive job this
year. They lost a lot ofwhat made them
an

good last season and are bowl-eligible
earlier than they were last year. But it’d
be nice if people could go to the bathroom after a touchdown and not think
twice about making six into seven.

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@HeightsSports
EMILY FAHEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Murphy broke Doug Flutie’s BC record for career quarterback rushing yards in his ninth game as an Eagle by running for 122yards on 18 carries, bringing his total to 965 yards.
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BC takes down Notre Dame after gaining momentum in final set
By

Alex Stanley

Heights

Staff

Two weeks ago, on Oct. 19, thewomen’s
volleyball team travelled to Indiana to take
on Notre Dame. The Eagles took the first
two sets, only
Notre Dame
2
needing to win
Boston College
3
one more set

in order to claim the match. They faltered,

though, losing three straight sets and the
entire match, and ended up going back to
Chestnut Hill empty-handed.
Flash forward to yesterday, Nov. 2: Notre
Dame is now in the Power Gym at Conte Forum, playing the Eagles in a noontime ACC
matchup. Boston College starts the game
with some of its best volleyball this season,
with few errors, varied points of attack and
well-positioned defense. But, come the third
set, the Eagles slip. Notre Dame won the next
two sets, capitalizing on BC errors, in what

looked like a repeat of the same matchup
two weeks ago.
The Eagles gathered some momentum
though, and picked up where they left off in
the second set. They blew past the Irish 15-6
in the final set.
BC head coach Chris Campbell likened
that first Notre Dame match to a ghost that
was following the team throughout the
course of yesterday’s game.
“Part of exorcising that ghost is facing the
same situation again and being able to handle
it,” Campbell said of his team’s ability to win
the game in five sets.
In thefifth set, the Eagles performed at a
similar level as the first two sets. And despite
their initial trailing of Notre Dame on the
score line, they were in complete control of
the first set.
Julia Topor ended this set with five kills,
as her accuracy and power combined for

deadly effect on theIrish defense. But, everyone on the court played her own part —Kam
McLain and Anna Skold played excellently
in the middle, blocking well and scoring a
number of their own. Setter Kellie Barnum
provided 11 assists, and one dump. The Irish
did challenge the Eagles towards the end of
the set, climbingback from a five-point deficit at 17-12, to a one-point difference at 2120. Still, a few errors on the part of the Irish
and some well orchestrated kills from Katty
Workman and SolCalvete saw the Eagles halt
the Irish there, and they won 25-21.
The second set went much the same,
but perhaps even more in the favor of BC.
Calvete, Workman and Skold were the main
offensive threats for BC. They managed to
switch up points and varieties of attack, succeeding in finding holes in the Irish defense
to tip or spike the ball into. A service violation
on the part of the Irish saw the Eagles close

out the set with a 25-18 lead.

at the start of the set of having to restart,”

Then came the faltering.
It appeared to be a different Eagles team
than the one playing in the set prior, as they
lost the same energy and urgency that they
held prior. Inefficiency in blocking, a number
of serving errors and an inability to control
Notre Dame’s serves proved their downfall.
Calvete appeared as one of the bright
spots for the Eagles, making big plays such
as diving digs and well-placed spikes in spite
of the Irish momentum shift.
The Eagles lost the third set 21-25 and
the fourth 23-25.
The fifth set saw a BC performance that
was energized and flawlessly executed. When
confronted with the idea that the Eagles
looked like a different team in the final set,
coach Campbell spoke to his team’s mental
strength.
“They’ve really internalized the idea of

he said.
McLain and Workman were both offensive and defensive forces, coming through

with crucial blocks and kills.
Courtney Castle’s work in the backcourt
saved the Eagles as well, with a crucial three
digs and a long series of serves that kept the
Eagles in control of momentum. McLain hit
the final kill of the game, slamming it from
the middle of the court with power that left
the Irish helpless with a 15-6 final set score.
“We’ve been really concentrating on
being able to maintain focus and just play
within yourself,” Campbell said. “And they
recovered a couple of times to do that in a
number of sets, which was just fantastic
We get knocked out of our composure a little
too easily, we still need to work on that. But
they’re developing tools in how to get that
back, and that’s what is important.” ¦
...

Season over: a timeline of the Eagles’ last night of soccer
By

Alex Fairchild

on the team. He’s ruthless and just wants

Asst. Sports Editor
It’s Friday night, and the Boston College men’s soccer team is about to play No.
3 Syracuse. The Eagles need a win to have
the chance to
Syracuse
2
qualify for the
Boston College
1
ACC Tournament on the
last day of regular season.
Only the top-10 teams of the 12 in the
conference get into the tournament. BC
sits in 11th, just behind NC State to start
the evening.
In Clemson, South Carolina, the Tigers
are set to play the Wolfpack. BC needs a
Clemson win to supplement a possible
victory over the Orange.
7:00 p.m.
10. NC State 6 pts.
11. BC 4 pts.
7:15 p.m.
Diego Medina-Mendez has the ball on
the left flank. He’s the most direct player

to get forward. His crosses might not look
pretty, but they get the job done. He drives

the ball into the box. It slips through traffic
and has Syracuse goalkeeper Alex Bono
beat. BC has a 1-0 lead.
10. NC State 7 pts.
11. BC 7 pts.
7:25 p.m.

Clemson presses high up the pitch
to lock NC State into its own half. The
Wolfpack is trying to possess out of the

back, but the Tigers win the ball, and
it gets to Austin Burnikel at the top of
the box. He looks for a pass, but then
looks up and sees that the keeper is off
his line.
The sophomore drags the ball into
space and launches a tremendous curler
into the back of the net to give his the
team the lead.
If results hold, the Eagles go through
to the ACC Tournament, but there are
still 65 minutes of soccer to play.

10. BC 7 pts.
11. NC State 6 pts.
7:30 p.m.

If men’s soccer’s season was to be put
in further jeopardy, it’s appropriate that it
would come as the result of an individual
mistake. Conference points were dropped
against Louisville and Duke because
player’s minds switched-offfor a second.
When the player can’t think, skill and
tactics don’t matter anymore.
Diego Medina-Mendez is defending
Syracuse’s Oyvind Alseth between the
edge of the 18-yard box and the touchline.
The BC senior traps Alseth, but when the
Orangeman cuts the ball back with the
inside of his right foot, Medina-Mendez
is beat. Caught out by the move, MedinaMendez has to recover from behind, but
has just one option-slide.
The play is in the penalty area though,
so to play another game in college, Medina-Mendez has to get it right-but he
gets it wrong. His challenge takes out the
legs of the attacker, and Alseth goes to the

ground. One moment later, Nick Perea
steps up to the spot.
Perea tallies his third penalty of the
season and it isn’t a challenge. He stutters
on his run up, opens up his body, and slots
his penalty to the right, as Alex Kapp dives
in the opposite direction. Clemson leads,
and the Eagles are tied with Syracuse.
10. NC State 6 pts.
11. BC 5 pts.

period, but overtime gives the Eagles new
life, because in sudden-death soccer, one
chance and one conversion can put a team
over the edge.
9:30 p.m.
BC holds on in the first overtime,
as Syracuse bullies its way towards its
opposition’s goal in search of a winner in
extra time.
It nearly comes when Juuso Pasanen’s
header forces Kapp to make his sixth save
of the night. A second period of overtime

8:15 p.m.

ensues.

Clemson has run all over the Wolfpack,

Dylan Pritchard’s shot wide is BC’s only
chance, because three minutes after the
restart, there’s a scramble in front of the
Eagles’ goal. Alex Halis’ shot is blocked,
but Skylar Thomas follows it up.
He blasts it into the net from pointblank range to secure the winner that
puts the Eagles out of ACC Tournament
contention, and ends their season.

and Burnikel strikes again to make it 2-0.
In Upstate New York, all the Eagles need
is a goal.
9:00 p.m.
In South Carolina, three whistles blow,
and Clemson is victorious, while BC clings
to life.
The Eagles’ struggle to get their chances, as the Orange forced Kapp to make four
saves in the second half. Three additional
efforts from Syracuse go off target in the

10. NC State 6 pts.
11. BC 4 pts. ¦

BOSTON-COLLEGE
STUDENT
OFFICE OF

Course Information and Schedule
The Course Information and Schedule in the Agora portal now offers new and more intuitive ways to explore BC’s academic offerings. This searchable schedule includes course
descriptions, faculty, meeting times, and room assignments. You may search by term,
school, keyword, and subject code (required for A&S courses).

SERVICES
Course Evaluations

Boston College uses an online course evaluation system which is fast, easy, convenient,
secure, anonymous, confidential, and, above all, important! Course evaluation results
are used by faculty to improve teaching, and they are a significant component in the
promotion and tenure process.
Students may view results of past course evaluations to assist with course selection and registration. To access course evaluation results from the Agora Portal, go to the “My Services” tab
then click on “Course Information and Schedule” and select the “Course Evaluations” link.

November/December Registration Calendar for Spring 2015

can customize your search by using filters to select course number ranges, course levels,
meeting days and times, credit hours, and open or closed courses. Remember to clear your
filters or Start Over when you begin anew search.

You

To expand information about a course, click on More Detail to view the short course
description. Click on the course title to view a more detailed course description, including
any course prerequisites or corequisites and Core requirements, and links to syllabi, course
evaluations, and textbookinformation, if available. Access to course evaluation surveys and
syllabi are also available from the Course Information and Schedule landing page.

GraduateStudents: Registration begins at 8:00 a.m.
*GSSW: Spring courses for students in the Class of 2015 will open at 7 p.m.
Registration for all other GSSW student will begin at 7:30 p.m.

A&S, LSOE, and CSON undergraduate students should contact their academic advisors for academic advising and registration materials. CSOM seniors should pick up their degree audits in
the departments of their first concentration. CSOM sophomores and juniors should go to their
advisors. CSOM freshmen will receive their registration materials from their Portico professors.
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YOU DON’T WANT
THEM RESPONDING
TO YOUR TEXT.

Where do you want to go?
Applying is nowfaster and more personal.

PEACE CORPS
STORIES FROM THE FIELD:
AN INSIDER'S LOOK ATTHE
NEW APPLICATION

Tuesday, November 4
6 p.m.

STOPTEXTSSTOPWRECKS.ORG
¦MB

ERI

Cornell

to

7 p.m.

Gasson 306
Boston College
Choose Where You Serve.
Apply in One Hour. Make a
difference overseas as a

?????

NHTSA
D\STOACnON.GOV

Peace Corps

Volunteer.

peacecorps.gov

-

855.855.1961

NOW SERVING
SALMONELLA,
WITH A SIDE
OF E. COLL
KEEP RAW MEAT, POULTRY AND
SEAFOOD AWAY FROM OTHER
FOOD IN YOUR GROCERY CART.

POFISONGD

FSAFERodSafety.gv

FROM

FAMILY sytoeuprs
at

YOUR

KE P Check
SEPARATE

4+
CLEAN

4

COOK

?
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ACROSS
1 Puzzles on kidfriendly place mats
6 1965 Beatles
concert stadium
10 FedEx rival
13 Sheeplike
14 Fuse with a torch
15 “Amen to that!”
17 Scout’s motto
19 Nevada city on the
HumboldtRiver
20 Ho-hum
21 Showed penitence
23 Gave permission
24 Indian bread
26 Like a watch with
hands
28 Giant slugger Mel
31 Tool-hanging
spots
34 Explorer Sir
Francis
35 Soap unit
36 Actress who is
Dakota’s sister
39 “Just teasing”
41 Organ with a
canal
42 “Hooked on
Classics” record

PUZZLE'S By TheMephamGroup

co.
43 Japanese ritual
including an iron

pot
48 Dam-building org.
49 By oneself

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.

50 Bela’s “Son of
Frankenstein”
role
51 Thanksgiving
veggie
52 Former Seattle
team now in
Oklahoma City,
familiarly
54 Where Mandela
was pres.
56 DOJ division
57 Not-too-bright
sort
60 Coarse file
64 Not out
66 Holders of the
sandwich
homophonically
described by the
first wordsof 17-,
36- and 43Across
68 Was aware of
69
code
70 Rocker Joplin
71 Dr. of rap

•

•

•

•

By C.C. Burnikel and Steve Marron

72 Not as much
73 Took a nap
DOWN
1 Rowdy crowds
2 Chevy hatchback
3 Closes a jacket,
with “up”
WEBSITE, UPDATED DAILY,
4 Scandal-plagued
energy giant
5 “Get my point?”
6 Whack
7 Wartime honoree
8 Justice Kagan
9 Tacked-on
sections
10 Turn red, maybe
11 Cartoon character
with a red bow
and whiskers
12 Body of water on
the Swiss/French
47 Many mos.
32 TV show about a
border
high school choir 53 Campfire treat
16 Fresh from the
33 Like the sordid
55 Kin of Helvetica
oven
side of life
56 Request
18 Group of judges
37 Pond croaker
58 Maladies
22 “Phooey!”
a
38 Glittery rock
59 ‘Take
25 Big primate
music genre
compliment!”
27 Tall and thin
40 Anti-mice brand
61 Skin breakout
28 “In memoriam”
44 Oklahoma city
62 Leave out
essay, briefly
45 Pianist’s concert,
63 Hissed “Yo!”
29 Make one’s
e.g.
65 Meadow mom
position known
46 Tulsa-to-Topeka
67 Slumber party
30 New-customer
attire, for short
direction
incentive

THE HEIGHTS HAS

A NEW AND IMPROVED

JUST FOR YOU.
CHECK IT OUT.
BCHEIGHTS.COM.

How are you spending your summer?

SUMMER MANAGEMENT
CATALYST PROGRAM
Created exclusively for non-management students, the Catalyst Program is an
intensive, full-time, 10-week program in the Carroll School of Management
designed to develop a solid foundation in the functional areas of management.

Join us for an information session!
November 10, 2014
5:30 PM | Fulton 150

WWW.BC.EDU/CATALYST
|

SUMMER.CATALYST@BC.EDU

Monday, November 3, 2014
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Redeem $l5 looped in® cash to spend at
Alumni Stadium Concession Stands
when you reach 75 points in your Gold Pass app.
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visit us online

Ready Business

FEMA

American
Red Cross

&

areyoulooped.in
download the app today
at

IF WE'RE NOT ON YOUR

RADAR,

THERE'S SOMETHING SERIOUSLY
WRONG WITH YOUR RADAR.

Last year, TIAA-CREF posted impressive results.
But that’s nothing new. Long-term performance
is what we’re all about. See what our awardwinning funds can do for your financial health.
The sooner you act, the better.

Learn more in one click at TIAA.org
or call 855 200-7243.

A A
UPPER

FUND AWARDS 2013
UNITED STATES

LIPPER

FUND AWARDS 2014
UNITED STATES

BEST OVERALL LARGE FUND COMPANY1

The Lipper Awards are based on a review

of 36 companies' 2012 and 48 companies'
2013 risk-adjusted performance.

Om m

TIAA
CREF
Financial Services

Outcomes
That Matter

“The Lipper Award is given to the group with the lowest average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent Return for eligible
funds over the three-year period ended 11/30/12 and 11/30/13, respectively. TIAA-CREF was ranked against 36 fund
companies in 2012 and 48 fund companies in 2013 with at least five equity, five bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios.
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc., members FINRA,
distribute securities products. C17745A ©2014 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America - College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY, 10017.

Consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Go to tiaa-cref.org for product and
fund prospectuses that contain this and other information.
Read carefully before investing. TIAA-CREF funds are subject
to market and other risk factors. Past performance does not
guarantee future results.
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Choose to live Wolfman encourages exploration in chemistry
WHO
adventurously
By Kayla

Fernando

For The Heigh ts

Emily

Franko

One of myfreshman year professors
did not see the use in studying abroad.
“You can travel much further within
the pages of these old books than you can
on an airplane,” he said as he patted the
cover of The Odyssey.
And to some extent, he is probably
right. Immanuel Kant never traveled more
than a few miles outside of his hometown,
and yet he traversed the mind in a way
comparable to the journeys of few.
Likewise, in Of the Education of
Children, Montaigne includes Horace’s
advice to “live beneath the open sky and
dangerously.” Yet, as a class, we were able
to delve into the various implications of
this statement, growing in understanding
of ourselves as human beings, while sitting
around a seminar table within the walls of
Stokes 203.
Nevertheless, 50 percent of students
at Boston College choose to study abroad,
and the reasons for their desire to do so
are diverse. Some want to travel Europe,
others want to experience an unfamiliar
culture, some want to drink their way
through an entire semester, some want to
participate in a particular program, and
some want to step away from BC for a
short time. These reasons are not mutually
exclusive, however. It is very possible, and
even quite probable, that a student may
have many of these motivations for studying abroad. But it is important for each
individual person to reflect upon what he
or she wants out of an abroad experience
before definitively deciding on a place of

study.
Studying abroad for a semester has
always been part of my “plan” for college.
My family has always talked about it as if
it were something that I am going to do,
and I had no objection. I am expected to
go abroad—it is even a requirement of
my “Memo of Understanding for College”
(yes, a college contract) that I agreed upon
with my parents before beginning freshman year.

As sophomore year progressed, studying abroad became a more dominant conversation topic among friends, and it soon
became a reality. I had to sincerely ask myself why I want to go abroad, or if I even
have this desire to do so. It did not take
me long to decide that I do indeed want to
spend a semester in a foreign country. In
fact, it felt more like a reclaiming of a decision I had already made. I took ownership
of the fact that I wanted to invest myself in
this experience rather than fulfill an intention I have had for years.
While reclaiming this decision, I realized that I want an immersion experience.
I want to immerse myself in the culture
of South America, live with a host family,
and become proficient in Spanish. Traveling Europe wouldbe stimulating, edifying,
multi-cultural, and simply a grand time.
At this point in my life, however, I want
to plant roots somewhere. Even now, I
am not sure exactly what that statement
entails, but I know I want to plant them in
South America.
This idea of immersion excited me,
but then reality set in. In a year, I will be
on another continent, living with a family
that is not my own, and taking classes in
a language I will have been studying for
only two years. That scared me. I was no
longer romanticizing the idea of an abroad
experience. It is probably going to be one
of the hardest things I do.
When I expressed these concerns to
my former Spanish professor, she looked
at me and emphatically stated, “Emily, you
just have to go. You’ll go, and you’ll do it,
and you’ll be fine. And you’ll come back a
changed person.”
Her confidence in me was empowering. I just have to go—not in a naive way
but in a way that allows me to be open to
the learning that can occur when I am outside of my comfort zone. At some point,
I have to stop thinking about everything
that I will be missing at BC and simply go.
I have no idea what I will be involved in a
year from now, but I know it will be different from what I would be doing at BC, and
there is great potential in that.
Rob Bell said, “There is great danger
in thinking that our world is the world.”
Studying abroad is an opportunity to
expand and informmy worldview. The
knowledge contained within the books
I read is important, but experience is
equally so.
During a semester abroad, knowledge
and experience, the metaphysical and the
physical, collide. I, like Montaigne, want
a well-made head rather than a well-filled
one. Living dangerously beneath the open
sky may beget failure and suffering, but
these uncomfortable realities are vital
pieces of my own odyssey.

Emily Fmnko is a contributorfor
The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.

Neil Wolfman

A 7-year-old Neil Wolfman first
discovered his love of chemistry after
pouring a packet ofM&M’s into a bottle
of club soda to watch the food coloring
dissolve and change the color of the
drink. “I thought, ‘That’s it,”’ he said. “I
want to dissolve M&M’s in club soda for
the rest of my life.”
This definitive moment eventually
led to his position today as a member
of Boston College’s chemistry depart-

TEACHES' General chemistry
EXPERIENCE'

B.S. from New York
University, M.S. and Ph. D. from Cornell
University in biophysical chemistry, and
has taught at BC since 2000.

FUN FACTS' Wolfman

ment.

was born in

Brooklyn, N.Y. and is a first-generation
American citizen.

Wolfman was born in Brooklyn,
N.Y. and raised in the Bronx by European immigrant parents who were both
Holocaust survivors. A graduate of the
prestigious Bronx High School of Science in New York City, he attended New
York University for his bachelor’s degree
before studying at Cornell University
for his master’s degree and obtaining a
Ph.D. in biophysical chemistry.
Growing up in New York City as a
first-generation American put Wolfman in a unique position. His parents
were extremely protective of their only
child, caught in between not letting him
branch out into different social groups
and encouraging him to explore his
interest in the sciences further.
“I can’t say that there was any outward pressure on me to be successful,”
he said. “But there was an underlying
pressure within me, since my parents
survived the Holocaust and a variety
of other horrible things. It was obvious to me that I was their hope for the
new world in a sense, that I was their

EMILY SADEGHIAN

rebirth.”
Although a diligent student in
school, Wolfman was only able to form
superficial friendships with his peers, as
family ties constantly kept him at home.
With the constant reminder of his family history, growing up was mentally,
physically, and psychologically difficult.
“I had the assimilation crisis,” he said. “I
wanted to be like everybody else.”
Wolfman lamented his lack of having the genuine “college experience” as
an undergraduate student due to his
familial commitments, and he reflected
on the anger and frustration he felt as
he compared his situation to those of
his peers’.
“College is the biggest regret I have

in my life in that I couldn’t afford to
leave home,” he said. “If there was one
thing I could have done differently, it
would have been to go awayfor college.
It felt a bit like my emotional development was a bit retarded because I didn’t
live on my own.”
A road trip with friends to upstate
New York was a welcome respite from
the city during Wolfman’s undergraduate years,but this brief taste of independence only resulted in creating a moral
rift between him and his parents. After
returning from the two-day excursion,
his father expressedhis disappointment
at what he deemed to be an unnecessary trip.
“I realized then that I had to decide
which of the values they [my parents]
had imparted on me I wanted to retain
and which ones I would want to reject
and replace with my own,” Wolfman
said.
The drive to become his own person
and make up for the lost experiences of
going away from home put Wolfman on
a straight path to a career as a chemist
as he pursued higher education.
Wolfman worked as a teaching assistant at Cornell for two years as a graduate student. It was as a TA that he discovered his talent for connecting with
students. This did not go unnoticed by
other members of the university, and he
was rewarded for his efforts.
He did not initially want to pursue
academia, however, instead working
in the industry for a biotechnology

/
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company. Feeling unsatisfied with his
job, he later returned to teaching by applying for a part-time position at every
university in the Boston area.
BC was the last school to respond
after he received rounds of rejections
and unanswered inquiries from other
institutions. Wolfman decided to take
the initiative and called Larry McLaughlin, the department chairman at the
time, to inquire about open teaching

positions.
While none were available, Wolfman was invited to give a presentation
to BC seniors and graduate students
about career opportunities in chemistry.
Two weeks later, he received a phone
call from McLaughlin asking him if he
would like to take up a recently opened
position teaching general chemistry
part time.
“I’m so grateful that he hired me to
do this, because this has been an absolutely incredible experience for me,”
Wolfman said. “Every year the material
is basically the same, but every year the
kids are different, and that’s what makes
it so gratifying.”
He takes an interest in keeping up
with current trends in the college scene,
especially with popular music, believing
that the connection between science
and music is beneficial for the brain.
Wolfman hopesto extend his passion
for teaching chemistry to the students he
has taught over the years, but there are
many struggles he must face as a teacher.
Nevertheless, his enthusiasm for teach-

ing is not diminished in the slightest.
Wolfman is devoted to helping students find their path through life, drawing inspiration from his own teachers in
the past who had influenced him.
“I want you to walk out of that room
and be able to think critically,” he said.
“I want you to know how to problem
solve. I want you to come out of this
class and be able to take in information,
think about it, and say what it’s telling
you. I want to know that I’ve helped you
to be able to think.”
He encourages students to be more
open-minded to the opportunities available to students while in college.
“I recognize that this is a competitive
environment, but you should try not to
let your perceptions of what your peers
are doing influence yourself too much,”
he said. “Everybody has to find their
own way, and nobody goes from Point
A to Point B in a straight line. So take
advantage, be open-minded, and just
sample the waters as much as possible,
because you never know where that’s
going to lead.”
Wolfman’s motto, “Try to do the
right thing,” is something he lives
through example.
“I can’t say that I’m successful in
every single circumstance. I want to try
to do the right thing,” he said. “I feel that
my job here goes beyond teaching the
class. I feel like my job here is to enable
the success of as many kids as possible,
however they define success. I can get
no greater satisfaction than that.” ¦

Streak Media expands to 15 campuses nationwide
From Streak Media, 810
titude of websites to quench the varied
informational thirst ofthe average college
student.
Via the Streak daily newsletter, subscribers are updated on the weather,
campus events, sports headlines, and
world news within a single email—time
saved.
According to Nardella, Streak Media is
as effective in its time-saving as it is in its
quality of information-gathering. This is
due to the “curated” nature of the content.
Streak Media uses local, on-campus “cu-

rators” to cycle through college-specific
newspapers to provide the most relevant
news stories to its subscribers, according
to Nardella.
The local nature of thesestudent curators provides more “organic” selections of
news stories for each school in the Streak
network. While NYU subscribers can be
assured to receive NYU-specific news
selected by NYU students, the same goes
for Tufts subscribers, as their content will
be managed by Tufts’ curators.
Further, the Streak model is responsive. Analytics provide the Streak team
with up-to-date information about the

preferences of its subscribers. “We’re
looking to really nail down our model
with these 15 schools,” Nardella said.
Clicked links and skipped links provide the Streak Team with insight to
adjust the content of its emails to the
specific wants of its readership, according
to Nardella.
The Streak model is simple and effective, providing a passive, upgraded method of efficient information-gathering.
Subscription is a free, one-step process of adding one’s email to the listserv.
The daily newsletter that followsprovides
anew facet to the information-gathering

process. “A Twitter presence on all of
these campuses is really important too,”
Nardella said.
Present on 15 campuses with a growing subscriber base of 11,000 students and
alumni and a strong rate of subscriber
retention, the Streak team is looking to
expand. Streak is more focused on its
business model, though, Nardella said.
While other startups may lose themselves in their own expectations, Streak
will remain disciplined as it continually
works to improve upon its methods of
providing the most relevant information
to its users. ¦

CLUB
SERIES
FEATURING BC'S STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Sales and Business Development Club emphasizes real-world experience
By

Lauren Keeley

For The Heights

Among the list of careers that Boston Collegestudents pursue after graduation, sales and business fall at number
two. Sales, however, is emphasized so
little, and even given a negative connotation in the BC community.
Chris Alto, president of the Sales
and Business Development Club, and
John Ippolito, vice president—both A&S
'ls—recognized this discrepancy and
have set out to debunkwhat they call the
“used car salesman” stereotype.
By providing hands-on opportunities and educating students on the
importance of sales in everyday life, the
Sales and Business Development Club
hopes to make a lasting impact on the
landscape of BC’s community.
Alto and Ippolito agree that the
club’s first goal is to shatter the negative
implications that university students
harbor when it comes to sales.
“Sales needs to stop being associated
with used car salesmen—we want BC
students to see that those involved in
sales are the revenue drivers, the people
that bring in business,” Ippolito said.

“In any field, sales is the glue that keeps
everything together. It is an integral
part of any career choice. The moment
you walk into a job interview, you are
selling yourself.”
The second goal of the club is to
provide real-life opportunities for
students to perfect their business
techniques. After speaking with John
Falvey, a professor in the marketing department—the only professor to teach a
sales course—Alto and Ippolitorealized
that sales is not something that students
can learn in a classroom.
They have catered club events and
activities to support this notion. Experience that simulates that of the real world
is the only wayto help students succeed
in the realm of sales.
The Sales and Business Development Club has already partnered with
GE Healthcare and IBM to assist in
educating students on the importance
of sales in the general economy. The club
hopes to host events in which distinguished speakers from these companies
as well as BC alumni converse with students about current issues in sales.
Throughout November andDecember, the Sales and Business Develop-

ment Club will be hosting various panels
in which students are encouraged to ask

questions and interact with speakers.
“One ofthe most important aspects
of sales is learning how to ask the right
questions,” Ippolito said. “We really
want our members to dictate how these
conversations will go. The panel-structured events are meant to be really

interactive.”
In addition, the club has recently
been invited to participate in a worldwide sales competition hosted by MIT
Sloan. For the first time in the history
of BC, the Sales and Development Club
has been invited to work with Harvard
Business School and MIT Sloan to bring
panelists into the competition.
The first MIT Sloan’s Worldwide
Sales Competition conference for
the competition that BC students are
invited to is Nov. 15 from 10:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. at the MIT Sloan School
of Management. The two panels that
will be featured are: “Sales, Marketing,
and Business Development: How are
they different and how do they work
together?” and “Sales and Biz Dev in
Start-Ups.”
After having a successful kick-off

meeting on Oct. 29 and an abundance
of interest on the listserv, the club is
now trying to weed out disinterested
members and form a strong leadership
team and core of general members.
Because it is a newly founded club, Alto
and Ippolito are eager to fill leadership
roles right away.
“With sales, you get what you put
into it,” Ippolito said. “Your salary
depends on how hard you work, and
likewise our most active members will
benefit the most from their participation in the club’s various events.”
The Sales and Business Development Club has a mission to bring
respect to and bolster interest in the
sales and business fields at BC. Even for
those not interested in careers in sales,
the club encourages involvement for all
undergraduates.
“Sales is a really professional career
where you can make money, but even
for those who don’t want to be in sales,
it is a fundamental skill that anyone can
use,” Alto said. “Whether you’re pitching
somebody an idea within an organization or trying to get a good candidate
on your team, sales is the underlying
factor.” ¦
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impact on my life. For me it feels normal.
Heights: How do you bond with other
BC students?
I<ann: Iwork in the officeof Residential
Life and work therewith other BC students,
so that really helps me get to know other
students and what they do, and make more
friends than I usually would have if I didn’t

work there.
Heights: Do you think you have
enough time to participate in extracurricular activities and bond with other
students?
Kann: I wouldn’t say that my commuting necessarily limits my time. I work on
the weekends at another place, and that
takes up most of my time. If I didn’t work
there, I wouldbe able to participate in more
extracurricular activities.
Heights: Many peoplewould say that
in order to have a “true” or “pure” college
experience, you have to live in a dorm.
Would you say your college experience
is not “true” or “pure” because you
commute?
Kann: It’s definitely not the normal
college experience, but it is a college experience. I am getting a vastly different
experience than that of some of my friends,
but I wouldn’t say it is a bad thing.
Heights: Do you feel your freedom is
restricted in any way because you’re not
living in a dorm?
Kann: Not necessarily. Since I’m an adult
myparents allow me to dowhateverI would
do if I were not living at home. They would
say, “If you were living away at college, it
wouldn’t be any different so, you know
just don’t do really bad things!” [Laughs]
And I wouldn’t anyway. But yeah, I don’t
feel restricted.
Heights: Would you recommend
commuting to other students?
Kann: Yes, if it is for financial reasons.
But it is a big decision to make, because
you would be living at home still. I would
say that it’s definitely worth it, especially
because financially it is a really smart decision. But if people have the opportunity
to live on campus and go away to school, I
would say that might be a better decision.
It’s really up to each person individually and
what works for each person. Everybody has
different needs. Everybody has a different
journey.
Heights: Do you give any advice to
those who want to commute?
Kann: My advice would be to not
give up on it. There are times when it’s a
little confusing and slightly difficult, but
it’s definitely worth it. I would advise them
to be prepared for a different experience
and know that just because they wouldn’t
be living on campus or in an off-campus
apartment, they are not limited. They
can do whatever they want to and
they live doesn’t necessarily have to affect
that. Living at home can sometimes be
a challenge, but living on campus with a
roommate also has similar challenges, just
based on people that you live with. Commuting is a lifestyle, and although it can be
complicated, it’s a choice that you’ve made.
You have to continue going and see what
works for you. ¦
...

action among members of the club.
With the other student groups
that will be contributing to the organization and implementation of this
summit, WIB hopes that in this summit there will be a concentration on
empowerment and motivation.
This year’s summit will shift from
last year’s Women’s Summit, which
had primarily focused on professional
development, toward education and
working toward cementing the best
version of oneself—a
process which
Teixeira and McCann believe spills
over into and influences professional

development.
This event, the co-chairs hope,
will also focus on science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) education, entrepreneurship,
and politics.
Business, however, will not be
the center of this event—instead,
the
event will center on the speakers,
who will share their stories and the
process through which they came into
themselves.
The co-chairs have a list of tentative speakers they would like to invite
to come to the event.
It includes women who have taught
at or have graduated from BC, worked
in politics, given TED Talks or other
major lectures, or created their own
company or non-profit organization.
McCann and Teixeira hope to
include BC alumnae in this event,

Finding my
true power

A focus on lay professionals and cost-cutting saved
BC from bankruptcy, financial woes in the 1970s
By

Kendra Kumor

Juan Olavarria

For The Heights

Walking through campus today, basking in the beautiful gothic architecture and the perfectly tailored lawns,
it is hard to imagine the reality that the University faced
during the grim 19705. Hopelessly in debt, Boston College was at the brink of bankruptcy, and as such, faced a
possible acquisition by neighboring schools.
Enrollment was down, as the American public began
questioning the value of a Jesuit, Catholic education in
what was the rise of the era of specialization. Pre-professional schools were deemed increasingly suitable to
fit the needs of careerism—in
a way, many liberal arts
institutions still confront this issue.
By 1970, mismanagement and lack of liquidity saw
the decrease in quality of the facilities on campus and
of the quality of faculty attracted to instruct students.
Administration voted to “increase tuition by $2OO-$500,”
according to the April 13 issue of The Heights.
Tensions escalated, exacerbated by the ongoing rift
between the student newspaper and administration. The
cover page of the same issue showed an alarming headline:
“Strike,” with a large red hand which seemed taken straight
out of the symbolic Pink Floyd film The Wall.
Students were outraged, as they believed the governing bodies ofBC purposefully deceived them, as they had
been told previously that tuition rates would stay frozen
until at least the 1971-72 academic year, according to the
April 13 issue of The Heights.
After a week, the tensions had not subsided. The separate schools all voted to support any action UGBC deemed
appropriate. Classes were disrupted, offices were blocked
off, even transit was diverged. Students pleaded with the
community to support their cause, as they believed the
well-being of the University was at stake.
According to the April 21 issue of The Heights, an
learned
“auditing firm retained by the University
that the projected budget for next year would represent
a $3.17 million deficit.” The administration planned
“$lOO,OOO in library cuts
and realized many of the
secretaries were not needed.” By the fall of 1972, BC
was approximately $3O million in debt and in danger of
defaulting on its loans.
Things began changing however, as in Sept. 5, 1972,
Rev. J. Donald Monan, S.J. was chosen by the University
...

...

Board of Trustees as the new University president. One
of the many issues he encountered in resurrecting BC
was the quandary of how to employ the talents of lay
individuals in the leadership of the University.
Monan followed the precedent set forth by the University of Notre Dame, which achieved a successful restructuring of its Board of Trustees by separating it from
its own religious order in 1967. BC followed suit, and
soon enough, aided by the influx due to new leadership,
Monan found himself at the helm of a complete revolution in Chestnut Hill.
Anew wave of academic and residential buildings
sprang up throughout campus, most notably the beloved —although
controversial —modulars,
or simply
“The Mods.” In 1974, the University acquired the Newton College of the Sacred Heart, which now houses the
BC Law School and about 40 percent of the freshman

population.
By the time of Monan’s retirement as University President, endowment had reached $l.B billion and BC was a
leader and model of the liberal arts. He achieved his desired resurrection and took the school to new heights.
According to the Dec. 6, 2007 issue of The Heights,
“University officials announced a $1.6 billion strategic
investment plan that will revolutionize BC and place it
among the elite universities of the nation.
“Rooted in BC’s liberal arts mission, these new academic centers will greatly advance research efforts, including an innovate initiative to promote collaboration
among the sciences at a newly established Institute for
Integrated Sciences,” the article in the December issue
continued.
“All of this comes out of a desire to prepare BC and link
up the twin goals of being the best institution of higher
education we can be and make sure we stay faithful to our
Jesuit heritage,” said University President Rev. William P.
Leahy, S.J. in the same issue.
After an arduous process, the plan was approved. Since
then, Gasson and St. Mary’s Halls have received facelifts
and improvements, Stokes Hall has sprouted, and anew
residence hall is currently under construction. Plans for
anew Plex remain on track, as do those for a Student
Center. The stature that University has achieved since
those fateful encounters was unimaginable back in the
19705, and now it simply remains to be seen just how
high the University will reach. ¦

‘Own It’ women’s summit moves to Boston College
From Own It, 810

Editor’s Column

but also seek to expand the circle to
women who are not necessarily connected to BC but who have valuable
insight and guidance to give to BC
students.
This summit will also include men:
male students will be invited to attend,
and the organizers hope a few male
speakers will be present as well.
McCann hopes that students who
attend will “think in a reflective and
broader way about being the best version of themselves in the long term."
McCann and Teixeira also hope that
the students who attend will have made
a connection with a speaker, as well as
thought about their own callings and
opinions. They want this summit to
spark lasting discussions and encourage reflection.
This summit will come to BC under
the collaboration of 20 student organizations.
These groups include the Science
Club for Girls; the Accounting Academy; the Consulting Club of Boston
College; the Winston Center; Lean In;
I Am That Girl; Boston College Entrepreneurial Society; the Asian Caucus;
Computer Science Society; Boston
College Leaders for Others; UGBC;
Campus Activity Board (CAB); Council
for Women; and Women in Business,
among others.
“We are really excited to be in the
beginning stages of development, as
the event is only in its second year,”
Teixeira said. “I can’t imagine what it
will look like in five years.” ¦

I’m more cynical than I thought, according to the results of my last column,
“The Broken BC Bubble.”
In writing it, I never thought it would
get almost 600 shares via Facebook and
over 8,000 views—one of the most widely-read pieces on The Heights’ website.
At one point during the extensive
and anxiety-ridden writing and editing
process, I actually thought, “How many
people are really going to read this,
anyway?”
Asa journalist, I am automatically
stereotyped as a pessimist—however, I’ve
always considered myself to be a fairly
optimistic person. I often buy lottery tickets from the stand at the Harvard Square
T station, and I find myself muttering, “It
could be worse,” at least once a day.
I also never thought I would receive
the amount of feedback I have gotten
over the past few weeks regarding the
column. Emails from people I haven’t
talked to since freshman year as well as
from friends who graduated two years
ago, conversations with students after my
classes who I didn’t think knew I existed,
and last but certainly not least, a hysteric
phone call from my mother asking if
Sarah was a pseudonym for me.
I consider the piece to be a success
(excluding a few nasty comments on
The Heights' website) not because of the
number of views it has gotten or the
kind words from practically strangers I
have received, but because it has begun a
conversation on campus.
Subsequent articles about Boston
College’s sexual assault policy as well as
BC’s relationship with St. Elizabeth’s Hospital have appeared in The Heights since
its publication, and other media outlets,
such as Her Campus, have responded
positively to the column.
Although the intention of the column
was to send an educational message to
the student body, I unexpectedly learned
something in return: My words, and the
opportunity to write 700-750 words in a
student newspaper every other week, is a
great privilege that I should not be taking
for granted.
Now that I know how many people
I am able to affect just by sharing a
powerful story, I am ashamed that I ever
underestimated my readership.
I had little faith in BC’s student body,
believing that even a story as important as Sarah’s would not be significant
enough to make it into Facebook posts
or suggested-reading emails. I doubted
that this student body valued crucial
social issues over BuzzFeed articles and
Instagram posts.
I was very wrong, however—and impressed and a little nervous —about how
many people identified with the column
and its message. I am proud to be writing
for a student body that places such high
value on its fellow students’ safety.
Admittedly, I don’t always love writing my columns because I find it a little
self-indulgent. What gives me the right
to voice my opinions over the 9,000 other
undergraduates at BC? Just because I am
an editor doesn’t mean I necessarily have
anything good to say.
With only one column left to write
before my time as Features Editor is over,
I’ve finally learned how to love to write
these pieces: Focus on someone else.
Although a column automatically implies
the injection of one’s own opinion, it
doesn’t necessarily need to be about one’s
self.
My most successful column, in terms
of both views and personal pride, had
nothing to dowith me, and everything
to do with making sure other people on
campus could be safer in their environment.

Admittedly, again, I should’ve known
this from the beginning, since my job as
Features Editor is to tell the stories of the
people who make up the BC community,
which I have been doing in my formal
articles. For some reason, this idea didn’t
transfer over to my opinion pieces until
a more dramatic story needed to be told,
but couldn’t be told in an objective setting.
My previous column was a wake-up
call for me regarding my privilege and
responsibility, just as much as it was
a wake-up call for the BC community
regarding safety. Although my days and
words are literally numbered in terms of
my ownership of this column, I now know
the sheer power I hold at my fingertips.
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Georgetown’s Own It summitfeatured Maria Shriver and a panel on women in the media.

Kendra Kumor is the Features Editor

for The Heights. She can be reached
atfeatures@bcheights.com.
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bcstreak
JORDAN PENTALERI

Airen Surzyn

One of the most recent startups to rise from the Boston
College community is Streak Media. The brainchild of Michael Nardella, BC T3, Streak Media has recently made the
transition from dorm room to office, setting up its operations
in downtown Boston.
Streak began in 2011 on campus as a way for Nardella
to share BC events and stories with fellow students and
friends. Exclusive to BC, the operation was then just called
BC Streak—a Twitter feed and a newsletter served to inform
Nardella’s small base of subscribers.
After attracting an increasingly large following, the hobby
revealed its scaling potential, indicating the prospect of a
business opportunity. Nardella and his team then tried their
model at NYU, receiving immensely positive feedback that
reinforced his suspicions of Streak’s potential.

Three years later, Streak Media is present on 15 campuses,
including universities as large as Pennsylvania State and as far
away as Stanford. The original ‘BC Streak’ has assumed the
role of subsidiary in the larger network of college newsletters
under the umbrella title, Streak Media.
Simply put, Streak Media is a daily email newsletter. It
is not a content producer. “We’re not competing with The
Heights or other school newspapers,” Nardella said. “We’re
your best friend for getting views. Whoever is creating content at BC goes in the newsletter.”
Streak does not write its own stories, do its own reporting, or produce any of the stories it links to in its newsletter, though this may change in the future, according to
Nardella.
Streak Media is, at its core, information consolidation:
a time-saver. Streak becomes a personal information flow
controller put toward the end of facilitating information
gathering. A daily newsletter delivered to one’s email provides
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hyperlinks to stories gathered by the Streak team from campus-based, local, and global news sources. For example, a BC
subscriber would receive a mix of articles from BC sources
such as The Gavel, The Heights, and The Rock that detailed
campus headlines or current events at BC.
Just below are the leading national and international
stories, followed by sports and other areas of interest. The
format is simple: it just includes the headlines and the links
to the stories. It is minimalist by design, working toward its
goal of an efficient relay of information.
“Many people are intimidated by the prospect of a newsletter,” Nardella said, referring to the common disdain of
junk-mail which often dissuades potential subscribers. “But,
we’re just here to help you start your day off.”
It takes time to poke around websites looking for relevant
news stories, and one is guaranteed to have to visit a mul-

See Streak Media, B
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‘Own It’ summit to focus
on women’s development
By

Julia Bogiages

For The Heights

director of women’s issues and empowerment in student initiatives, said that

many wished to make this summit an

annual event.
This wish may be coming true:
on March 14, 2015, BC is bringing
the women’s summit Own It to the
Heights. The event is co-chaired by
two BC students who are in the Women
Teixeira,
in Business Club—Alexis
secretary and CSOM ’l7, and Diana
Angelini, co-president and CSOM T5.
Caela McCann, A&S ’l5, has also been
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Commuters perceive college differently
By

Alberto Troccoli

For The Heigh ts
Boston College was once a commuteronly school, but that changed with time.
After World War 11, the University wanted
to have national appeal and reach, much
like that of other prestigious colleges and
universities in the U.S. Dormitories were
built, and through the years the number
of commuters dwindled rapidly.
Today, much of the undergraduate
student life at BC is centered on the dorms
and off-campus houses. Students sleep,
study, eat, and socialize in the dorms.
For many, roommates and floormates
become best friends throughout college.
On-campus living is a pillar not only of
the BC experience, but also of the entire
American college experience. This is

not the case for all undergraduate BC

students, however. What is commuting
to BC like? How do commuter students
live their college experience? Rosemary
Kann, WCAS T 7 from Haverhill, Mass.,
gives The Heights her perspective on what
means to commute to BC.
Heights: What made you decide
to commute instead of living in the
dorms?
Kann: I decided to come to the Woods
School, and they don’t allow you to live
on campus, so commuting was my only
option. I commute from home.
Heights: What do you think is the
best thing about commuting to BC?
Kann: I commute with my dad, and
since we’re always in the car with each
other, we have built a very strong relationship. We have grown closer. I think

Heights Through the Centimes In the 1970sBC faced substancial debt, but
B9
just four decades later boasts an endowment fund of over $1 billion

that’s the best part. I get to know my dad
better than I would have if I lived away
from home.
Heights: What do you think is the
worst thing about commuting?
Kann: I don’t get to do as many college
activities as I would like to do, because I
only come here for classes. That is definitely the downside.
Heights: Do you feel isolated from
the main BC community?
Kann: I feel slightly isolated, but I don’t
view it as a negative thing. It’s a different
not the norm, but it feels
lifestyle—it’s
normal for me.
Heights: Does this isolation impact
your life?
Kann: I don’t consider it to have a huge

See Commuter Students, B
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Not living on campus can be tricky, but Rosemary Kann says that commuting from her Haverill home is just anotherkind of college experience.
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instrumental in bringing this summit
to BC and currently serves as the other
co-president of Women in Business.
Women in Business has historically
focused on professional preparation.
The club regularly designs recruiting
events and networking opportunities
for its members.
Recently, however, there has been
a desire for a space to have deeper
conversations about intellectual, personal, and professional development—a
change that is evident in the club’s
mission statement: “Boston College
Women in Business is an organization,
network, and community of undergraduate female students dedicated
to their empowerment and education.
WIB is committed to the growth and
expansion of professional and personal opportunities for its members,
with a focus on business, leadership,
and female empowerment and innovation.”
The idea to bring Own It to BC was
brought up early in the year, amid the
shifting toward a focus on personal
development, and it had a positive re-
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“Why wait until after college? Why
not now?” These are the central questions to the program Own It, a summit
that seeks to bring together and empower the next generation of women
leaders.
Hosted at Georgetown last year by
the Georgetown University Women
in Leadership organization, the Own
It summit had several notable women
in attendance: Maria Shriver, special
anchor with NBC News and creator
of the Shriver Report-, Ambassador
Melanne Verveer, the first U.S. ambassador for women’s global issues; and
Dee Dee Myers, managing director at
The Glover Park Group who worked
on Bill Clinton’s presidential campaign,
among others.
In early spring last year, the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) held a similar event —the
Boston College Women’s Summit.
Organized by the UGBC Division of
Student Initiatives, this event provided
an opportunity for female students
to network and discuss professional
development.
This summit, with four panelists and
a main event host, allowed many alumnae to return to BC and tell the story of
their own professional development.
Jessica Ann Morris, BC ’97, who is
a strategic communications expert, and
Jocelyn Walters, BC ’Ol, who is the director of law programs at the Fullbridge
Program, both came to the summit and
spoke about their experiences.
As reported in The Heights last
spring, Sloan Renfro, A&S ’l6 and the

